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Few Demonstrators
Picket ROTC Group

Mitchell To Speak
At Dinner Tonight
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Hap I , Isl
tcheri SP1’ members failed to shins
ihe demonstrations.
ee, can only moan
e realized the in their stand
,:cedoin c.c. !, protected wit
latenre and peace can continde
aith the threat of war.
"Freedom and peace," he contin,s of living which is
dinflict with violent
wifestation of which
is 010 cniediy."
.:,1 he believes the sodileninia is an "in- I +rolled multi-latcontrolled by a
,-rition, such as
i iblock on this pathway
,,, pear, .- distrust between nacontended.
tions. ’.1,1,,
-There .- no nation trusting
uneugh to say, ’If we do this, they
also will do the same.’"
Masssell said he believes it is
possible for nations to oyercotre
distil’s! but admitted it would be
:in enoirnously difficult venture.
’d eon. a member of the
Y
.:cpublicans, said the coun. ,,:diors were circulating
. tasor of ROTC and
Iministration to estabROTC on campus. Ile
.ip has more than 300
.,, present.
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World’s Fair
Opens Today
In New York
Ity DON BIM:NOLO
Alter four years of pldniat.
Rohert MOSPS’ dream ,if
fair becomes a reality as the adi,
of the New York 1A’orld’s
iii
swing open today
Nloses. President of the
says the basic purpose of the .11. ,A
is to help achieve "Peace thro’d
:Understanding." to assist in
eating the peoples of the sy arld
,
to the interdependence ..f n
and the need for uni.,-,
lasting peace.
To that end more if, e
eign countries and the Idic-,
tific discoveries from the cori
the earth to the craters ,"
moon show man’s achieveme,
a shrinking globe in an exp.a.
universe.
’rhe Fair COVPIN a Millar mi’,
and is built on the same ginund
as the 1939 Fair Flushing :MeadOWS on Long Island. N.Y.
The fairground is divided into
five sections: industrial. international. federal and state, transiartation, and the Lake IIMUSenVolit
area. The center of the fair
ground is dominated by the
12-story
sphere. a giant
ringed with the oribts of satellocs
and mirrored in its own 310-fota
reflecting pool.
Moses predicts that some 70 rtnllion people will pass throu: !: ne
gates hy the time the $1
fair completes it Opening nigh, . ,
World’. Fair
night at 7 to

iabor b. no%

Miller Relates
His Position
On Parking
ha VC.

."

,ne way or ta

.

anthority.

,,her. to determine

ite course of action taken regarding the parking of vehicles on the
city streets."

Melvin

Miller.

de-

partment head of law administra-

CRESCENT GIRL Dee Keefe, center, will reign
over the Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart races
Friday e.fternoon at Spartan Stadium. Miss
Keefe and attendants Sandy Kerhulas, left, and

Judy Davis, right, were crowned Saturday a+
the Crescent Girl dance as Ron Culler, Lambda
Chi president, announced the queen and her
court.
- - -

Cuties, Competition To Highlight
Pushcart Races Friday Afternoon
’A,.1
i
C,i’llill’iTholl
highlight the Pushcart Races Friday afternoon in Spartan Stadium
starling at 2.-1.5for If; fraternities and
and nine so.nrities
dad vtonen’s dorms Will stall
ss,oimr.., op at 3 for the annual
1..airdsla fa-, .alpha event.
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Lambda
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chi tac..ceni Girl cl ii r i n g the
i’li.-eiint l-iiil Dance :it Plateau 7
hist Satarlas. espning. will reign
oer the festivities. Miss Keefe,
;:ii
is a jonnir elementary- edncaShe
lion :17:ilia* from OakI., t
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tion said.
Ben Hill. chairman of the protesting motorcyclists thinks otherwise. 1101 feels that :Stiller is biaaed
and would prevent his group from
naking headway in getting places
,. park for motorcycles.
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of the idimpans’. ,da notate

relations department.
His speech will encounter present and future problems in the
areas of automation and minority

.

grln:Lo1P1;4oWing Mitchell’s speec h,
Business Di vision department
heads will present their annual
awards to students. Among the
awards to be given will be the
Alpha Al Sirat Award. It is given
to one outstandmg man and woman student in the disision of business each year.
achievement banquet is coned the highlight of the divi:ider.eTalh..e
sion of business activities each
Preceding Mitchell’s speech, the
Rev. James Strayer and Dr. Milburn Wright, dean of the disision
of business and chairman of the
banquet, will speak.
George Halverson. head of the
Industrial Relations Department,
will introduce Mitchell to the au(Lowe. expected .0 tn,rnher more
than 700.

Hill was asked to submit to
Aithur Philpott. the pros and cons
,’ the protesting motorcyclists in
,n -educational plan." But he has
ned to do so because -of the
hias within the parkin.
will ,...- a Ai Strata, i .-neata Ilaitm.in,
Slat- e.
dilministration."
The first elimination conic,’
cedries from 12
patiale 0 d ...
miner states his position 0.
,., I ,:, ,rt indisidual interested :,
Using centei .
The parade will pits Ailan Hiill against Motildie
form at the west side of the foot- Hall. Sigma Alpha Epsilon r in - : arm-. and equitable treatmen
against Pi Kappa Alpha; Thre. for all concerned." Miller is afraid
.hall stadhlm
:_ ;It
!:, automobile owners would proA Powder Puff P,elay precedes CM competes with Delta Sa,"
1,:’
’in,. .,:erri,,, ’
the main race event with coeds Ph,: ,01.1 Theta Xt vs- Ph; ,’,f the parking spaces were Harold Nl. Fiod. , --e.ate prni
,,
.tia
from Delta Gamma. Alpha Phi Isappa are among the first
i*, d for motorcyclists.
fessor of sociol, ::. ,t .., discuss The
*he Wednesday
and Alpha Chi Omei.7a competing. e’enis
i i is against the city’s proposal End of Ideology
Also roMpeiine in the fir-, .
Ten eiledS trom each house will
,f implement ing JOS parking Book Talk in Caleteria ROOMs A
take tiiims pushing their somrity’s elitninatinns are Sigma Pi aetiln. .. pace. for motorcycles around the and R.
Markham Hall. Delta Up -11,,- y .
entry towaid the finish line.
Dr. /lodges’ review of the hook
’
...,rnpus area because "it is dis- ,
alpha Tau Omega. Sigma N . ot
Winners of last year’s main.’
, _., -I eriminating in fasor of the motor- I written hy. eiologist Daniel Bell,
will he ’. ..
i hy a question and
etenst.escnts were Delta Gamma in the Pfl’Ing S’gma AlPha MIL "n",-".
ma l’hi Epsilon detying Signsession.
sorority division and Alpha Tau
4,4 it stands now. motorcycles an’swer I’’- - ’ In
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An expidi, . di of Bell’s attack
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elitrunatians to determine the final
1 -.orites again this year, but many
i
Don Ryan, assistant to the dean will ee,, ... . take over Mills’
.ims have the potential to upset "Inner
So,dirities competing in the first lot students. said the motorcyclists toga. -They
’ both equalli undo, fasorites at any time,- satd i.,,,ind t.c Alph
chi omega s. ,"isniild probably have more park- orthode.
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under
the
current
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Delta Gamma. Alpha Phi running
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Seven Finalists Vie for Crown
I

Nl Cll.
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I des competing tin
I
national W’eek
Thp queen will
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I.,
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t11,

in.: Comet.’
International Ball.
s
Finalists are Sarnmy Zwanig.
junior. Clarruna Phi Bet .1; f..".iia.iI t .,,,...., tie

, liappa Kappa Gamma will comlime against the winner of the
Ild: . Meliss Nlyers, sopho- , Kappa Al& i Th,"-,I,: ,01,,, Delta
inners. Alpha Omicron Pi; Dee ’contest
,id IPne, treshman. Hillel: and
die Wallace. sophomore interonliiiral Steering Committee.

He felt this way beeause More :ill hooks reviewed will be held on
than one motorcycle can park reserve in the Humanities section
at the t.’,..or.
;in the same parking space now
Hill feels that the new propos,.
of 108 parking spaces tor nad
cycles would be an asset :
han a liability’ to the cy,
;Ite cyclists would not hil t
Sok,
Introductions of the candidate.
a :rk their cycles between cars , ,
CI
will be given tonight at Co -11,.
other illegal arra‘,
The finalists will also he Intl"Affdirs Comnintee
In essence, Miller doesn’t lee,
duced at Cafe Capers on Thurssponsor cafe capers tomorrow alHidt
his
negative
reaction
to
the
cafeteria
day at 2:30 p.m. in the
2-30 in the cafeteria.
ternoon
, inoposa I would carry as much
Tid I
.inn
Mode:
The hour-long session will feaThere Will be a fashion show ot
Nations C.11.U.N., of the Pacific I weight as Hill has indicated.
ture progressive jazz group, the
the finalists in foreign costumes West. held in Spokane, Wash. over I
There are other members on the
John Hammond Trio. Hammond. a
dt the International Ball before the past weekend. was dedicated I parking
committee who may feel
21 -year-old philosophy major from
,,, selection of the queen. accord- to the
late John F. Kennedy.
different ly.
New York. plays the piano. Les
ni Robin Yep. chairman of the.
introdtiepti eaCA
tne
’Macintosh. a music major, plays
qiieen contest.
, in the session by Peru anti Japa
bass. and John Riegle. a music
Friday afternoon the queen fi- read "Realizing that the NIUN wds
major at San Jose City College is
will be present at the eonceived to promote and to fostert
Training .,-.. a. for Freshman on drums.
ceremony in Ille Oater world peace and international tinCamp Counselor candidates begin This combo placed second in the
derstanding, and recognizing that
tomorrow night at 7-15 in Cafeter- school -wide talent show sponsored
Kennedy.
teSi
Foreign student ()ream/alien- the late John
ia Rooms A and B. Other training by Allen liall last semester.
nn campus are featuring food from dent of t he U.S., gave strengt h. I sessions are set for April :10 and
Seven finalists for International
their native countries in sartous spirit. and unity to these Ideals, I May 7 and 14. Freshman camp st
Week Qtasen will be presented
resolved that this session of the be
Ninths. in ’he
heir! at Asilornar an Sept
11,-12 at the ctijau-s.
MUN he dedicated to this man
day.
whose ideals are shared hy all the
nations represented here"
According to Enid Munsinget.
elittirman of the SJS delegation.
the resolution paSSed with one no
ote from Niongolia.
c..,
with
la’, (ammonia
Finre
An attempt to seat Red China
\COCK
Ibpage Color tipplement
universities from the caused great controversy duting
lege,
and
Southwest and aYest won honer. the session. Miss Munsinger said.
last weekend. The esent %%IS the
’mgt. !
The Security Council originated
first Annual Pershing Rifles Con- a resoltilion stating that if Red
Soclet
paKr 3
sention and meet at Arizona State China was admitted. Nationalist
Fine Arts
11.1ge
""i 1;11, 711
l’niversity.
Sport..
China would be guaranteed a seat
page.
Prot and sindont Look at stild MOO,.
S.IS Pershing Rifles was named in AWN. The General Assemhla
page 411
the most improsed company in the passed the resolution, latth the
page 211
1957 ( ontonnlal ( elebratien
10th Regitnent of the National U.S.. the SJS delegation abstainThe ’fear tsis. Lost it J.( . status
page III
Seeiety of Pershing Rifles
ing.
First of a Series: The Reasons Behind the
’rhe next session of :111.’N of the
The second place in the "Withpage
1/1
Francisco State College Profesaors. Rovoit
. aid Arms Competition" was award - Pacifie West will he held at Claremont (’,,Ilege in Southern Calif.
led to S.IS AFROTC.

a f e Capers
T omorrow

Last Weekend’s
Pacific West MUN
Dedicated To JFK

Training Begins

Army and AFROTC
Win Honors in Meet
it(rn
The s.N,

QUEEN BERIT CARLSSON of last year’s International Week smiles happily after being
crowned. This year’s queen will be selected FridaY rito/f
thr, International Ball from seven
finalists. file finalist&
will be introduced at Co

Rec tonight, And Cafe Capers tomorrow at 2:30
p.m. A fashion show featuring the queen contestants will precede the selection of the queen
at the Ball.
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Borgman,
Tony
Adterfising Staff
Jan Braun, Rose Marie Claes*, Jack
Pont,
Ed Fos.
Paul
Du
Cortabitarte,
ter, Greg Greathouse, Tem Hennessy, Sue Norville, Dave Nylon,
kb McCorkle, Doug McKean, Ed
, Linda Schuh. Joie Wilkins.
P
John Jaeger. kb Johns, June King,
Jim Williamson.

Nine lawmakers, all supporters of Arizona Sen. Barry Goldwater. issued a joint statement
condemning seven fellow Republicans who are working for New
York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
At is.sue was the Rockefeller
supporters’ charge that the Goldwater camp contained various
"extremists and Birchers" who
are determined to take over the
Republican party.
They said that the extremists
include leaders in California
Young Republican.s, the California Republican Assembly and the
United Republicans of California,
all GOP volunteer groups that
have generally failed to endorse
Rockefeller supporters for reelection.

expected to visit the fair during its 2 -year run. Many

goodwill and understanding. For once. men from all corners of the world. with the exception of Red China and

The nine said that the seven
Rockefeller supporters were
"permitting themselves to become the mouthpiece of a Rockefeller who does not disdain to
brand ;ill the volunteer organizatiorm of the party as captiVe of
the radical right."

possibly Communist Cuba, will forget their prejudices
and unite.

LA( KER.Pi

The Cold War. Communist aggression and foreign
policy will take the sidelines. Peoples of the world will
a better understanding of the need for

Thrust and Parry

unity.
Although politics always utilizes any tnajor public
project. that activity has been kept to a minimum. The
trust.

fair brain

by

headed

Robert

Moses.

private

business corporation

either

from

the project on the lines of a

organized

the

State

indefatigable

New York’.

and accepted

New.

of

York

or

no subsidy
the

Federal

Government.
All in all. the fair presents an excellent opportunity
for nations to look at themselves and other nations for
possible answers to permanent world peace and understanding.

THE

comes pretty appalling.
Prof. Portcr’s assurance that
"within Ir.( : ears" the Tau Deit

RICHARD REEB

proved

itself.

sport

itself a consistent

has

been

the

foundation

of

the

judoist." StlereSS.
Paul

kodani.

Rirli

Gibson.

kay

Yamasaki.

Dave

Sawyer. Makotir Olibayashi. Howard Fish and Celli&
lime prose’s the strength of the Spartan judo program.
More important, liowe.er. they hasp placed in the mind
of the student a

clearer image of the

Spartan spirit.

V’e congratulate these six men and their excellent
coach.

Technology, the whole thing be-

Today’s Moral Crisis

chanspion by
capturing its third straight national title. Competing against such powers as the Air Force Academy,
the Spartans placed no lower than second in each eent
in the weekend tournament. t ruler I elsida’s watchful
eye. the men lime gone through intensive training. This
training. as well as the spiirt of sportsmanship inherent
the

Editor:
For several days I have heen
brooding mei- Prof. Porter’s observation iThrust & Parry, April
31 that people ’’east of Oakland"
ask "Wut t’ell’s San Jose State?"
I find the thought depressing
that people who talk like that
because
have never heard of

The U.S. Plan for Disarmament

S 1N JOSE ST.tTE judo team. coached by Yosh
rhida.

in

even as a second rate institution
there must be something we
could do for them. When you
consider further that a few may
not even have heard of Prof.
Porter’s own alma mater. Michigan State College of Mining and

Dr. Bente, Comments
On Porter Letter

R. B.

Spartan Judoists
Congratulations

- T.

P.
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battle today caused an open rup-

Nlore than 60 nations have contributed exhibits to

go home with

said the king
mwhoade whai: opoc scoimtiopanoi(k, nd
out: their’
talks Monday with
Souvanna,

Rockefeller -Goldwater primary

1964 World’s Fair at New. York City.

ing of the

oclwintghegenreetruarisn.
pregahnid-mier souvanna

SACRAMENTO (UPI)

SENSE, the world united today with the open-
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ed today.
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Laotian King Comdemns
Rightist Generals’ Coup

Wednesday. April 22, 1964

=1,

IVIL WAR
The sources said the king
suffered to meet the leader
of the
prthijrned eLasouotiapnhanf,a>cut\ iooz,
"uRedto
controls strong pro-Oimmunist
forces, to prevent civil
war
fromsoubvreaninikainsgstoauitt.
in the goyernment WILS 1.1116ear
today.
There were no signs the
coup
had collapsed, ’despite reports
Monday that the generals had
reversed themselves after
de-

L
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5
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PThsineg gsuen;aainsnraes t urned &Alvanna to his residence after the trip
to Luang Prabang and put him
under guard again. Tmops re
fused to allow Western diplo
mats to enter his villa.
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ENCOURAGEMENT
S. Ambassador Leonard
Unger clung to a fence to shout
words of encouragement to Souvanna when he appeared on his
balcony.
Rigist-wing
Aitam confer.
red with neutralist military* leaders on the Plain of Jars, where
their main forces are. and said
they were stickine by Souvanna
although they agreed "in principle" with the aims of the coup.
Aitam said there had bee_n no
new pro-Communist attacks as
a result of the coup.
U.

11
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"Tower List" will make San Jose
State an educational by-word,
like Slippery Rork, is encouraging to the extent I am able to
follow his reasoning. But still,
it’s disheartening to those of
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitation,
minimum of 300
will be limited to
words, preferably typed and double.
this
exceeding
Letters
spaced.
amount either will not be printed or
length.
to
conform
edited
to
be
will
The editc- also reserves the right to
edit letters to conform to style and
good taste. Leiters of personal attacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
anel ASO numb*,
11S who as..timed somebody must
hake heard about us, what with
20,000 students, to learn that the
19th largest institution of higher
education in the country isn’t
known as far as Walnut Creek.
Somtimes I almost wish nobody had discovered that we’re
second rate.
Dui gib t Mittel
Wail, Deportment of
Journalism and Advertising

Peeling’s Views
Hif by Student
F;ditor:
San Jose State was "honored"
by the presence of that eminent
Nobel "Priare" prize winner, Dr.
!Anus Pauline. with his roseyhued views on world affairs. I
%oppose in his field, science and
chemistry.
Pauline could he
classed as ;in "expert;" but regarding human affairs. he must
be cla.ssed with amateurs like
you and me. What is so bad
about the whole mess is not so
much that he holds "contrrn:erslat" %joss on world rxtlitics, tint
that people think that tx.cause
he holds an eminent position in
the scientific world. he should
,I,terlatri "expert" in other fields as
This is the old "aprxal to authority" invalid argument that is
SO prevalent nowadays. Pouting
certainly shows a shallowness of
reasoning when he advocates a
person’s "right to share in the
wealth of others. Since when
does one person have a right to
’share? Sharing involves not a
right; it involves a duty. or perhaps a sense of responsibility.
I just cannot understand why
a person of intelligence can accept and profess the old "Com
muntst-collectivist line." All of
their baloney is completely ant iintellectual in scope and organization. In one breath they pm pose to "lift up the downtrcxklen
mass of humanity" and in the
nexi they fell yoli a man is only
"matter in Moa ’ward.
If %I 111,in is merely a
tion
hy I.ithei with him"
11
i
c:101 roller1 Iv.
thinks not of himself aS One of
"if."
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That authentic tailored V -Tapered tit
is so-o-o perfect for his physique. In
his softly rolled Button-Down or his
smart Snap-TabI can pick him out
in a crowd every time. Van Heusen
patterns, fabrics and colors make

1

him every inch the man of action
...on his way to thc top!

1
VAN HEUSEN.
.......
V-Taperlor the lean trio, look.

I ;

SNAP-TO
IN A
VAN HEUSEN
SNAP -TAB!

-t

e

4

taken
The mon who’s not to be
casually, chooses Van Housen’s
authentic SnapJab. It’s authentic
styling gives him fashion authority
wherever he goes. He wants only
what’s really fitting ... the Van
In
House’s "417" %/japer.short
broadcloth or oxford,
notierdl
sleeves or long, he’s

Ito

$5 00

Rapport:1i
SINCE 1921

1,1
741 %null. I
/97 4014

SI
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Angel Flight

Allen Hall
Seeks Talent

Elects Officers

comedy,

singing and
any zither type of talent that
one has ’The show will l* held
on May 7 and all interested students are asked to contact John
C’oppock. Allen Hall, 294-8741
for the ,thediiiing of an audition.
The dorm will award a prize
of $25 to the most talented performer, which will be judged hj
expert judizes; and $25 to the
in 0 t entertaining performrr,
whieh will he judged by the audience
C.fidaet should be made hy
Ann! .7i

.:.-t-16..VAj.W/4124kVA/4111.141K261-A.1
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UNIQUE TRY

Markham iiall will hold its
spring semester open house on
this Sunday, April 26 from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. All students are
Invited Tr, Ntti.11(1

BUY PLAN
i" th.
IIIIIIIIi1111114111

UGLY MAN

I all tii1:1
1

I;.

ON CAMPUS
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Suddenly (and brilliantly) your hands are
Fashion’s Focal Point, magnificently jeweled
with one Great Ring. The sizeless Vendome
ring fits every finger perfectly.
With VENDOME’S exclusive s -t-r-e -t-c -h band back, a single touch adjusts the ring
immediately to your individual finger size.
$.00 to $15.00 plus fed. tax

fott 06ertette
parlor for the next
six weeks. Friday and

Learn from teaching

Saturday nights, 9 to I
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or more, acCording to Ross.
Ross is a member of Theta
Chi frateinity. and he cool,.
from Portland, Ore.

with

AWS Proceeds
Donated To Fund
For Handicapped

SMALL PLATTER

89c

LARGE PLATTER

$1.19

(ask

tn
Lehind

Proceeds from I
sponsored 1fN .N.\
month
Miss
1..1.1e .kilhP11!
Psjhically Handicapped Children.
The check for $215.34 wis
donated to the Student 13enetil
Fund for purchasing wheelchairs, walkers, typewriters, and
extra pieces of special equipment
that would be unavailable
’through the regular school budget

DANCE! PLAY! EXERCISE!

SAVE $50
LEOTARDS

f;

t’,’IMPEN’S and
CH:LDRENS SIZE
f or big girls and
little girls
knit of finest
viably stretch
nylon

LEOTARDS
SCOOP NECKS
ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
v NECKS
SUNBACKS

KEIT
N
11.:001\c,
ALI I.: 1:011E [IN
The whole true l.ory O.f yOUr wedding

TIGHTS
THEATRICAL MESH
TIGHTS ALSO WITH
COMFORT SOLE
SHEER TIGHTS. WITH
OR W ITHOUT SEAMS
BALLET TIGHTS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES

color rnade just for you by one or
our skilled cnclid photographers
Special prce of S75 for th first 10
couples who book their weddings by
May IS. nd bring this ad.

The Mother’s Club Fashion
Show is scheduled for Saturday.
April 25. The girls am preparing their clothes for modeling
.ind the theme concern.s the vari,.
colors of fashion.

BANKmtRICRD
FIRST HATIONL CMRGt
.Slargy.ms.,

Fir)

65 W.

Ramsey Studio
1027 Town

Country v

Santa Clara St.

age

PHONE

203-5761
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500 bucket
only
35c with ASB card
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230 E. Brokaw Rd.
Tropicana Shopping Center
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The Chicken Buffet

Gn

SEARS

winigd

Of Chandler Tripp School for

2 people $35/couple
3 people $15/each
4 people $12/each

San Jose Fairways

our

You are
invited to
fill a platter
as full as you can
tasty and cli,riint

CHICKEN DINNEP .
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lighten audiences with his sato .
cal wit.
The shows in which he commentates. often have 1.000

Student Rates

King and Story Roads
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College may request record,the songs will he dedieNti
them on the air, accordim; ,
Ross.
Ross’ disc jockey career began
last summer when he worked nti
a radio station in Coalinga, near
Fresno. Since then. he has hart
numerous

a

0,11.
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11111,1C and popular -itririir.
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humor nit,
for his being selected to corn
mentate fashion shows. record
hops. talent shows and hootenannies Ross was eommentatfafor AWS Vtlomen’s Week f;Nhion
show
Ito:, works part -riffle
jockey on liS.1(iir\I -.Loam in
frail
p ni 1,, 2
San
entitled
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BETTY HICKS
JOHN McMULLIN

FREE!!
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DELTA SIGMA PHI
Fifteen pledges of Delta Sigma Phi were honored recently
during the Spring Pledge dance which was held at the Sainte Claire
Hotel. Barbara Clark of Delta Gamma, Delta Sig Carnation Girl,
presented each pledge with a carnation houtoniere and a kiss.
The honored men are Ted Boyd, Ronald Bendixson, Frank Crain.
Jim Graddy. Bill Lansclown, Mike Mancuso, Mike MrMahan, Terry
Peterson, Bert Reed, Brian Richards, John Schiro. lti Scribner
mike Slade. Rod Stafford and Terry Troathatotr.
DELTA ZETA
The ladies of Delta Zeta are in the final stages of their Delta
Zeta Man Contest. A dessert was held for the contestants recently
and the next function will he a dinner for the semi-finalists. The
semi-finalists that have been chosen are Norm Wilson. Steve MeGowen, Rich Kankel. Rob Nordetrn, Bob Agnew. Reed Margo:11.dt,
Bob Walker, Steve Barragar, Wayne Shrader. Paul Gallus and Gene
- Senter.
-

Want To Play
Better Golf?

appearing at our pizza

4
0

Who will he ihe best -dressed in tonight’s parade of fashions?
Tonight’s fashion show is a special kind of fashion show since
the moziels are ducks. The show is the first schethiled event of Sigma
Chi’s Derby nay. F:ach sorority was given a duck and they were
told to dress it up in whatever mode they desired.
I can see it now first, them will he the duckiest in her madras
blouse whose nture of course will be Sally. Next will come the
sexiest one with a bikini tied around her trim white body. ’rhe
jealous little duck will he dyed green while the embarrassed little
female will be dyed a blushing red. And many more will follow with
their unique costumes.
Anyone who’s interested in a duck’s bod is invited to attend
tonight at 7 at the Sigma Chi house.
.
Ry the way. the Sigma
may I* seen running around
with no pants or hats since the ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta walked
off with them Monday night!.
ALPHA OMICRON
The new officers of AOPi are Ginny Ziegler. president; Genie
Calando. pledge trainer; Linda Florello, standards chairman: Cecilia
Schol2 and Betty Jo Belda, secretaries; Jerry Paul, trea.surer; and
Heidi Evilsizor, soeial chairman.
The new pledge officers fire Jeanie Gould, president; Anna
Friedrich, vice president; Jan Smfield, secretary; Sylvia Veglia,
trea.surer: Kathy Chestnut, social chairman; and Jane Cannon,
song leader.
’The now dream guy of AOPi is Dave Brady. Dave was announced at the Spring Cotillion at the Village in San Francisco.
’The other finalists in the contest were Skip Yazel, Bill Meyers,
Steve Leadley. and Don Coweles.
ALPHA TAU ONIEGA
’The new officers elected for next year are Drive Remington,
president; Gary Brenneman, vice president; Bill Davis, secretary;
and Mark Hutchins. treasurer.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
A jumble of trunk.s, suitcase, and packing boxes cluttered the
wont yard at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house last week as the
women prepared to move temporarily into Royce Hall.
The 18 women had to vacate the Ilth Stree residence so that
annexes could be torn down and a new sorority built on the same
property. The new house, scheduled fot completion approximately
two months after fall semester begin.s, will cover four lots and will
feature a colonial architectural design.
The state is expected eventually to purchase the site of 211 S
10th St. residence in ordez to expand the SJS facilities.
GAMIMA PHI BETA
With spring comes the annual Gamma Phi Beta man contest.
This year’s events include such parties as a root beer bust and
roller skating truly. Each fraternity is represented by 0.vo men.
The winner will be announced May 9 at the Spring Pledge Dance.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Who wears pajamas?
The brothers of SAE and Sigma Chi and theit dates dill
recently when a joint party was held between the two fraternity
houses. Clad in nightgowns and matching pajamas the couples danced
to the musie of Tony Pagan’s Band at Trader Lou’s in San Jose.
DELTA G AM MA
Delta Gamma sorority held its hiannual faculty-scholarship
dinner last Thursday night at the D.G. house.
Awarded for having highest. GPA’s in the house last semester
were Gini
senior; Angela Kiichli, junior: Kathy Nortis.
sophomore; and Mimsy Hansen, freshman. Julie Wilson. Bev Bonret.
Sandy Nlayfield and Jan Fraer received the second highest CPA

W.ttj
cuff- humor
ee for Ro--

A I.PIIA KAPPA IOTA
The pledge class officers for spring 1964 are Thomas Nishikawa.
president; Ernie DeMartini, vice president and activities chairman:
Nlorry Afraimi, secretary and treasurer.
Other members of the pledge class are .Ion Ya2e1, Larry Johnson, Walt Nielson, and Gary Cohen.
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-The World’s Greatest Banjo
Player- is now at the Straw Hat.
Come soon and hear
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Open House
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Allen !fall is looking for Swirtans with the stage-struck outlook for its talent show.
The acts may he folksinging,

The charter members of Angel
Hii chose officers at their
last week
intaig
Officrs elected are Lin M.% ara. commander; Linda Jean
Arnarino, execut ivy officer. .1 ti .1 y
Adams, operations offieer; Lzoo.
na Maher, administratie officer: Louise Camozzi. controller;
Lynn Edwards, information services officer; and Annette Mullen,
materials officer.
which waS C inAny,’
izisl MK spring, is the auxiliary
group ti the .kii Force ROTc
and to the Arnold .it Soci:1%
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Spartan Programs Presents

Wedne .dav April 22
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Lively Christy Minstrels Appear Flutist
At i\,,,,.-c Auditorium Friday Night
J

Paul Horn in Jazz
,.(,. , eki.Concert
,. ,
lid

f

The bouncy. lively nine

after a company
ci.11 War entertainers
, hy
.n "Pops" Chrisoriginal group rollicked
ntry with folk songs
:.:teii by Stephen Foster and
,olempotaries.

folksinging circuit, T’
Christy Minstrels. will
..1
Friday night in tha
Civic Auditorium at S
The "Christy’s" ar,
their comrosite of toizing and musicia- ’
group consists of ST:
two girls;
Early in January. 111"
young mgiern day
tertained the di.itinn
nitaries and statesrnn
ing tribute to Pre ’d
cf Italy at a White II
ner partv of Presider, ’
From that end of
vania Avenue the NE.V.have traveled under ‘,
white lights of Broad. behind the hot light
TV’s Hootenanny
POPs CHRISTY
The New Christy "1 were founded in 1961 by Randy
Sparks who conceived the musical idea of paterning a m,clern

NO BLACKFACE
he formed a permanent
- Sparks decided that the
Christy Minstrels would
’elr ancesters as a musical
n only. He decided to diswith bad jokes. corny
cliche routines, and the
’ 10nal blackface makeup.
leeidecl also to do away with
melancholy-type ballad
ch is the trademark of many
singers and folk singing
- (nips twlay.
’The happy. bright and young
nitp immediately caught on
nightclubs. supper clubs. con-ert circuits and television.
Recently. their Columbia Rec.
orcis released long play album
"Toda,i,.. reached the best sell-

permitted the State Radio to
play the New Christy Minstrels’
record albums. but the Russians
point out that the Ametican folk
songs they sing are the authentic style of America’s ll-rth centurv frontieo entertainers which
Was -13.C.- iBefore Capitalists,.
Tickets for the performance
which is spiinsored Ity Alpha
Isslia Sigma may be obtained
at the Spartan Music Co. or the
San Jose Box Office. Tickets are
$2.25, $3, $3.75, and $4.50.

ers list. Their boo five albums
reached an aggregate total uf
two million copies.
The folk singing group perfaint ’ en massc," ’and each individual of the group has his
or he’. own speciality which is
pel’ormed as a solo number.
They accompany themselves on
banjo. guitars, bass and tamtan:rine.
EVEN IN 310S(Hi,V
Ocld’y enough. Nlaseow, which
dirdain. anything American has

.01)0kWifkA.AilloViWq#11

musicians
;among college students. %sill be
featured in the Jazz Concert this
Fralig, night at S:15 in the men’s
gstimasuan Ile is presented by
the Spartan Programs Committee and 1:S.IS-1-’51.
llorn and his jazz quintet have
tile acclaim since their
beginning just before the turn of
ileeade
ieeetid his musical edit 1 -:111,.11 111 W:1-.111111;11111, I T. (..
-..111111C41 t- OEN Thing
TI11.111
from classical iraisie to jazz.
Jazz musician
The
planted that lie v.anted to get
the hest musical foundation that
he could, and then see %%inch
ia,;ity he would go.
Horn hruke into the jazz world
svhen he replaced flutist Buddy
Collette vith the Chico Hamilton quintet.
ith the Mond After plav
ton quintet for a veal. and a half,
Ilurn formed his ,mn group,
’The :12-yeal -old musician has
not limited his career I,.
concerts ;dime_ Horn, a resulpt.1
CAT., has also
11 IT
appeared in tide
MIA TUS.
HIS 111.1ST recent \ Philtre in
sv-nilicated dotide \-ision V.11...
cumentary, "The Story uf a Jazz
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someone special some
beautiful flowers.
It’s one way to bring
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Cernous Florist)
8th & Santa Clara
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"Boy Meets Girl," by Samuel
and Bella Spewack is played
. ; Mst a Hollywood background.
l’ lolls of a studio waitress 1A-h,),
atter fainting in ,. te.. .11;o p. .-

Vai7/1.7trfiF
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PLUS
Zvi."
GREEN
STAMPS

ducer’s office, announces that
shc s going to have a batkv.
Two clever writers ;zet the
idea of starring the as .; ; ’inborn infant with Lail:. 1 ms.
cowboy film star. Th, 1 . are
done out of a Manii.t._ . nract
and. bent on revor.. ; ; lheI
utmost to discredit , ;
hiring a young acto; 1 .. ,
be his father. The mothei ; .
their plans bid the writet, : .
TACT. TM even .licker deal in r
scene of hilarioii., eonfusion.
The production is direeted by
Jaleett Holm. Starring in the
play it, Datirl Hobet 1, J. lv,o,
Holm. Tom Tripps, and Kw’ .
Kollmer.
Tickets for the pi he obtained at the 1,..,
1; :
Flavhouse Box Oft,
th, co onds r,f r 1,,
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Humidor Smoke Shop
338 S. 1st St.
(across

horn 1-iele.)

CY 7.4653
Imported Pipes and Tobaccos
Meerschaum and Calabash Plpes
Smoke,: Accessories
Complete Stock of MogaTif es ETC1 PapEtb..1.H.
Barnes Noble College 06t ^.
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AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
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bed loops, honk and eye
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JAZZ FLUTISTPaul Horn, jazz flutist, apprar%
Men’s Gymnasium a+ 8:15 p.m. He will appear
and the SJS Studio Band.

Two one acts will he directed
tomorrow in Studio flour at 3:30
p.m. in the Studio Theater, SD103.
"Somet hing Unspoken" hy
be diTennessee Williams
rected by Nick Ferentinos. Sandra Smith and Bonnie Roseveare
will portray the two characters
the act.
’The Artist" by A. A. Nliluo
will be directed by Jan Pa ant tht
ley. The Iv. acting.
will he Shereen Miriam awl Woldon Durham.

Farce-Comedy Appears
At King DOGIO Playhouse

1-11111 (11/111-

IllelVial 11Cceplillict. Makes

Two One-Acts
*ow In Studio Hour

NEW CHRISTY’SThe New Christy Minstrels will appear in
concert Friday night in the San Jose Civic Auditorium a+ 8:30.
The group consist:, of nine folksingers, two girls and seven boys.
Tickets for the performance may be obtained a+ the Spartan
Music Co. or San Jose Box Office.
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"GOLD"-Taisuke Hamada’s wall hanging entitled "Gold," .5i d ; 1. el screen of his work which
is displayed in the College Art Gallery in the Art Building. Other pi,:ces of his work are displayed
in the front hall of the Art Building. Today is the last day for the
exhibit. An annual student exhibition will be displayed in the Art
Gallery open May 11 and will continue until June 5. Gallery
hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays,
1:15 to 5 p.m. during the run of each exhibition.
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We’re looking for good men for good jobs in the following fields:
Engineering Management Systems Engineering Transmission
Engineering Transmission and Switching Design Engineering
Engineering Economics Planning and Control.
Candidates must be one year from terminal degreeseither BS or
MS, in FE. ME. II., CE, Mathematics or Physics.
Si,in tip at the Placement Office for an interview.
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BERNIE RIVERS made his presence felt in a big way at last week’s
triangular meet at Sunnyvale. Shown here finishing the 220 in
20.6, the fastest an American freshman has ever run She race,
Rivers is a 5-11, I67-pound 18-year-old. Giving him his principal
opposition in the 220 was Sam Workman (far left). of Fresno State.
Workman was clocked at 20.8, his fastest time ever for the 220.
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Wayne Hermen of the Spartans (third from right) also got his
best time in the race with a 21.0 clocking, but had to settle for
third. Rivers’ best time prior to the Sunnyvale meet was 21.2.
Left to right, Workman, Mary Bryant, Sid Nickolas, Tim Knowles,
Hermen, Harvey Blair and Rivers.
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Wayne Hermen of the Spartans (third from right) also got his
best time in the race with a 21.0 clocking, but had to settle for
third. Rivers’ best time prior to the Sunnyvale meet was 21.2.
Left to right, Workman, Mary Bryant, Sid Nickolas, Tim Knowles,
Hermen, Harvey Blair and Rivers.
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SJS Students $1.25

Public $2.50

Tickets available at Student Affairs Business Office
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BERNIE RIVERS made his presence felt in a big way at last week’s
triangular meet at Sunnyvale. Shown here finishing the 220 in
20.6, the fastest an American freshman has ever run the race,
Rivers is a 5-11, I 67 -pound 18 -year-old. Giving him his principal
opposition in the 220 was Sam Workman (far left), of Fresno State.
Workman was clocked at 20.8, his fastest time ever for the 220.
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1
Mrs. Skahen is present’s’ chairman for the San Francisco FashHAPPY BIRTHDAY
ion Group. In addition to Ia.,eh:iirman rusponsibilities. she do
P.CARDOS PRESENTS
, and :- a manufacturer
1, , her clothing.
4.1.a.
iii,-
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
HELP WANTED 141

HOUR SHOE STORE: ,
IC% DISC. for students se
Soi.th Ist.
NOW OPEN
THE CLOTHES CLOSET
tesei
Carcs.

.

AVAILABLE:
HOUSING (Si

TEACHER .

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE

AUTOMOTIVE 12)

"or
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC:

To place an ad:
Cell at Classified Adv.
J206. 1.30-310
Send in handy ordr blank
Enclosed cash or chock
No phone orders
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TwO FORMALS, .
PERSONALS 17)
HOUSE FOR SALE:
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Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ... Get Results!
To buy, sell, rent, or announce anything, just fill out
and clip this handy order
blank. Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS, J206,
Son Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.

Check a C/assification:
[.] Announcements (I)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
ri Help Wanted (4)
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3.00
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looking 1.11’

society
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To qualify, a student must have
a 3 point grade zivera3.e in 12
units of political science and a 2 5
overall grade average. It is poi
neeessiuy that he be a polir:
science major.
The organization \sill meet tofoi
morrow at 3::30 p.rn

The question of repealing th.
;Rumford Act through a constitotional amendment will confroni
the voters at the November eleclion. Students in speech classes
hY II("ard
assistant professor of speech, me
prepai NI to present the pro,
;sm. of the subject.
Another panel of speakers will
talk on the Junior Achievement
program, which is currently al acting a large niimber of young-leis in the San Jose area.
Persons wishing to engage the
.,ervices of college students to dis..,iss either subject at no expense
to the organizations, other than
Iiincheon.s or dinners. may call the
Public Relations Office, San Jose
State College. 2;1-0232.
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W. C. LEAN JEWELERS-60 YEARS IN

SAN JOSE

HEADQUARTERS
for the
WORLD’S ONLY
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE

ACCUTRON’

Editor To Get Ford
Ron Bottini. Spartan Daily editor. will leave tomotTow for Dearborn, Mich., for a College Editors’
Conference to publicize the new
Ford Mustang. The conference begins tomorrow night at 7.
Upon conclusion of the meeting
at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Bottini skill
be. given a new Ford ’Mustang to
drive back to campus. The car
will be his until the end of the
school year.
All expenses-including trasel.
meals, gas will be paid hy Ford
Motor Company.
IMPULSE BUYING
NEW l’ORK irPII
More -hoe
polish is 1.1 in
supermarkets than
in any other outlet set only one
person in 100 puts shoe polish on
the grocery list, according to a survey taken by Irving J. Bottner.
president of Esquire Shoe Car
Products.
"People just don’t put shoe
polish on their let. and buy it as iin
impulse item." Bottner said. He
said the more prominently it is
displayed. the more people buy shoe
polish in sopermarkets.

1.11
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Remember that speS cial someone on that
special ocassion
a greeting card"
Choose from a large
selection of studio
cards, wedding invi-%
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cards, thank you
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When a Navy chaplain said "Praise the
Lord and pass the ammunition", he ex
pressed his recognition of the fact that
the tight for freedom was everyone’s
fight. One of our most precious free
doms is the right to disagree. But now
we are being told that any criticism of
our welfare state programs or any ob
potion to crucifying our only friends in
the Congo is unpatriotic because it de.
stroys confidence in our government.
These so-called "liberals" seem to have
lost sight of several things. including
the fact that the nation became great
because we have freedom to disagree
Many observers from both parties claim
that one of our greatest dangers tod3y
is sheeplike apathy. Great numbers of
people are afraid or unwilling to obiect
to big government, reckless spending
programs. and worst of all, our failure
to lead the free world with courage and
conviction
Thera is a larp,e and growing segment
of our people who have lost confidence
in our government, and its cancer like
tendency to grow steadily in taxdrain,
power and bureaucracy These people
want to do something about it Eisenhower calls them the superpatnots.
may be extremists, but in the
IThey
fight to save America we are at war
and wars are not won by middleofthe
road patriots
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Stale College System Revolt

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 1964

Section

SJS-JC Split Hotly Debated
By Officials 11 Years Ago
col NoRD
,i(hulemic year reThe
;dal sonic major eyents in San
State history.
Thauai students debated the,
SJS to C’ali- ’
saw thit,,-. changing
the bitildfernia St. (’Ilegi and
he of a may student union, the
calegio, physical awl administra-

in Calitarnia resented outside interference. in their problem.
Pres. NliicCittirrie and ITr Crai,
dall expressed this vice oh
foi
tun broadcast over Radio KI.f.N.
Interested in heal education, they
also shared the yiew that a. separate state and junior collige in
SIM Jisse would eause ft:undid

,ween
the S111001,
,t1 first fought the
,...,:tose he thought it
: dieconomical. Ile point i1
the teo colleges had been
cooperating tindii a contractual
agreement N11141e 192/4 anti had
pooleil their economic resourees
Th.. !saved of both schools.
,,

Wel’e heltig Zlitered
tiVe 10111141.010M.
during that year.

W MacQuarrie retired,
and Presideet J. T. Wahlquist was
inaugurated. Cement was poured
air the foundations of the Music
Ind Engineering buildings. Construe/tun began on the Memorial
Chapel.
OFFICI.tL DEBATE
and etljege administrators, state
aal local chool officials and aswseilytnen ingaged in a sometimes
,._,..rous debate on the fate of San
’,limier College vvhich was rer 0 111 t he Wtashingt on
,.1
,..re campus in 1953 at the age
ii,rnni.id became necessary after
.- 1950 State legislature made
. th 1948 Sprayer Report on
_ace Education in California.
report called for the separa,. of junior colleges from stilt,
.,140 campuses.
Itesidents alacQuarrie a nd
at oppiosite polls
iniquid
1’ college questin.
the :
lever debated the soI, them.
President MacQuarrie
with the idea of the
"Over the years, the
-: the junior college has
’-an marvelous." No one could
,..:ne hir, . ?her. Though the kin...as seven years oid
" COli,._
d’rie came to SJS
i
most during his ads( 11100I. BORN
School was started
-mior college curns of its funds
start or holster
hea It h, science
aTtices.
heralded the split
thp in history."
its who engaged in
parry were Dr. Jay
chief of the State
f Instruct ion ; Dr.
then superintendUnified School rh5,Allen, then a San
f A VILLAIN
Report was at first
,eQuarrie and Cran’ause
Mr. Sprayer
or. Proud educators
aperience teaching

PRESIDENT JOHN T WAHLQUIST was a leading figure in the
debate. 11 years ago, on fate of 32 -year -old San Jose Junior College. The SJS and city college campuses had to be separated
when the State Legislature passed a law calling for separation of
junlor college from state college campuses.

Dr. Conner. on the other hand.
said that it would he uneconomical
to keep the two schools on the
same ramjets.

Underlying Reasons
In Trustee Dispute
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thq is the 4,rst
oficle ;n threepert ser;es exploring
masons behind the recent feculty up
rising at San Francisco State College.
This reporter spent an afternoon on
the San Francisco State campus tallt
;ng to Nculty leaders.
By DON 111FFON
Recently the 11tIbile W11114,,,P41
what has been described as a "le volt" in the California State College system.
This uprising took place at the
San Francisco State College
pus. There more than 400 facly
members signed a petition reque.1ing that the State College Board ,
of Trustees be investigated by the 1
State Legislature and by Gov. Edmund G. Brovm.
Since that initial round of fire
frOrn the faculty, and the subse- I
quent return volley from the Trustees, issues in the dispute never
have been made clear.

AGAINST SEPARATION
Bruce Allen wa, the last to tit.
a,
that the separation would (ost the
taxpayers more than $150 thousand, he withheld his vote on the
eollege’s 1953 budget until testimony was provided on the cost of
the removal of the junior colleg(,
REAL REASONS
from SJS.
What is even more important.
T. if. Nttigfor(1 of the State Department of Finance testified at a the real reasons and underlyirm
special meeting in Sacramento mot iVa tions for the revolt awl! that the budget could actually be ently have been discussed only in
reduced by $250 thousand if the small faculty circles and behind
junior college remained on campus the closed doors of administraties
On the surface, both sides h:r.
but it would eventually involve
$3.7 million in additional expendi- hurled charges hack and forth
tures for junior college facilities. i much to the confusion of the public. These charges, however, are ,
Allen changed his mind.
In June of 1963. the junior col -1 only symptoms of more fundamenlege moved to the campus of ’ tal problems.
Among undercurrents at the botSan Jose Technical High School on
San Jose-Los Gatos Road. Later, tom of the struggle are problems ’
SJTFIS was changed to Sail Jose involving the ultimate direction of
the state colleges, the role faculCity College,
ties should play in determining’
There’s little doubt that the
that direction, plus a feeling of
move vials a step forward. Today
frustration and distrust of autleahwith SJS crovvded with four year
ty on the petrt of the faculty.
college students, the idea of a junWHY SFS FACULTY
ior college coexisting on this camI When examining this "revolt" of
pus seems impossible.
But there are no villain.s rising academicians, one asks the que
from the entire problem. It vcas tion, why this faculty and why :0
just one of those problems behind this time?
There is no real armwer to the
the administrative scene that perplex and amaze but seldom glorify first question, why this factilly.
It is likely that this faculty "rethe college administrator.
volted" because of the number et
times it has been rebuffed by Trustees and the fact that it feels certain closeness to the Trustees and
the Chancellor. The Trustees meet
in San Francisco nearly every other
month, and the Chancellor is a
Four directors are needed to aet former president of San Francisco
a liaison between the ASB exec- , State.
utive secielary and the 24 student
Many faculty members who signbody committees.
ed t he pet it ion worked under
Fiank Bardsle,y, newly -elected Chancellor Glenn S. Ihtmke when
executive secretary, requests stu- he was president of SFS for four
dents with past experience in stu- years.
dent government to contact him
Some rebellious faculty members
afternoons in the College Union. seem to feel that Dr.Dtunke disreDirectors’ responsibilities will be garded faculty government during
to see that the eommittees func- his fottr years as president of the
tion efficiently and to report regu- college and is doing the same as
larly to Student Council, according Chancellor.
to Baidsley.
LACK OF SPECIFICS
Criticism of SFS faculty hy
PAST POLLSTERS SPEAK
Trustees and Trustee supporters
A 194:3 poll revealed the type of charges there is little in the way
articles SJS students liked to see of specific grievances on which
in Sparta.n Daily. Some of the an- faculty based its action.
swers vvere: pin-up girls, pin-up
Action of the faculty is rot
boys. jokes and gossip. Most of from what this writer could learn.
t.he students. howeser, wanted the result of specific grievances.
"hoys in the service"
1.11/111
t’llnk
The upcisinv at San Teraneace

I

1.1
11%4,11’111.1i
111,-.11%1,1
111;11; any
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1114.
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111.

1.11.1ii,..11..1

I Att.,

IN,11,,

SENSE (iF 1’1(1 s’fltATION
The faculty feels a deep ...
if frustration in its dealings %%Ito
the l’ru.stees.
First on the list of frustration

ic Senate.
taculty (101111-

1, ter!
ro.
i

lecommended

I .-iis-

o..

they adopt a

CHANCELLOR GLENN S. DUMKE, along with the California
State College Board of Trustees, came under heavy fire from
the San Francisco State College faculty for the way they are
running the state colleges.

Peace Corps Volunteer Cites Exec Secretary
Reasons for Enlistment
Needs 4 Directors
"I decided to join the Peace’ placement test last October when
Corps for both selfish and idealis- recruiters a ere on campus, and he
received his non-specific invitatic masons," states Eddie Huck:ttion into the Corps in January.
hy. senior history major
He received his specific invitaOne of his "selfish" reasons is tion for strvice in Nigeria on
that some day he wants a care( r Good Friday.
in government .. perhaps in the
Ile says he asked to go to Africa
State Department.
lecaust "I wanted to do whatever
little I could to show African
Huckaby had planned to go
law school. but he filt that Lis people that all American people
time would he spent more prac- are not racists."
tically by dealing with other perIluckaby is going into the comsons.
’ munity development. program of
Iluckalw, 23, also said that he the Peace Corps in Nigeria. Durwould just like to get aWay ;Or ing his Corps training after graduation he will learn three West
awhile.
"Persona I ly . I feel t ha t t he African dialects: Hausa, Yoruba.
Peace Corps Ls the most positive and Ilto.
Huckahy may eo hack to school
thing that can he done to better
understanding between people, he after his two-year service is over
or he might go into Peace Corps
said.
dff tvork
Hoek:de. teok the Peare

1,..1 I:111
rtquili.-.
ta’.;1(1 other than

DR. G. A. McCALLUM
, . need for state colleges
is the Teistees’ fa.ano
reor,zanization plan for SES .-,.eral years ago. the SFS administrat ion a nd faculty submit ted
plans to the Trustees for reorganization of the administration and
faculty of the college.
The Trustees refused to okay
the plan on the grounds that st
was too expensive. SFS administrators felt the plan could be nut
into effect at minimal cost. Cost
of the plan still has not heen researched. and as a result many
member: of the faculty feel the
Trustees %I’M unfair in their decision.
MORE FRI-sTRATION
Next on the list of fee’
i: the method by which T. -

noel implementation of the hill.
The Trustees hoaever. ignored
the recommendation of the Academic Senate and adopted a reso,ation soseigly (nforcing the Fishi
1,1 NDANI FATAL DIFFERENCE
Another eripe if the faculty. one
which goes deeply into fundamental differences between the tvco
groups, coneerns educational poll Pies of the Trustees.
The Trustees’ current philosophy
is to increase the liberal arts curriculum of each college while holding the non -liberal arts courses to
,,girl limits or slow expansion
The SF’S faculty on the other
hand. feels that the trustees should
be planning ta expand all programs not lust those in liberal
art,
LIBER.tt. ARTS ENIPIIAs’IS
taculty seems to feel that,
hy trustee emphasis on liberal artS.
Ulf’
Stare eoih.j’S
become
simply little Universities of California.
The fartilty also feels that the
state (olleges cannot compete with
the university sy-stem and that if
they try. the state colleges will
wither on the vine.
In discussing this point with m
G. A. McCallum, SJS head of bioloeical sciences and member of the
hte rommittee to
trustees’
s
y
faulty -trustee problems.
this wrilf: 1. a: shown a list of
reaent STS eraditates
t hese
TdIt

Scholarships Increase in Last Decade Called ’Tremendous’
1: 1:1( IIARD DOTI’
markabie inerease in
111141
President John
Wah!"11’ 1 assumed command
-.2 has come a cor,etnendous expandwial aid program
student personnel
Ices.

morleY allotment for
hort- and long-term
:.riations from the
nt Aid Fund (USA)
.onal Defense Educe!
have been insinee 1952 or have
hce that (late.
.1 financial assistance
is encompasses three
scholarships, loans,
.ueement, states Don, ..i,tant to the dean
’ oiler closely related
ide research fellow-1 timmer alit, and
t ;once.

to SJS in 1952, there was approximately si.noo in the genet a,
scholarship fund. There is mat
$35.00() in this fund. including
$1,000 in scholarships donated by
the ASB during eait of the last
tao years, and ;in additional $40,000 contributed hy outsele sourees.
Besides offering these two schitlarship programs, &IS now also is
affiliated with the state scholarship program, which did not exist
in 1952, but which will provide an
adidtional $7,600 during the 196.’65 academic year. This brings the
total money available from all
scholarship programs to $82,60n I. o
the next academie year.

GROWTH ISM: X
A forther indicatiim et the 011.1.
Iamino program’s growth is the increased number of partiiipants.
The $1,000 in 1952 was distrilailed
to 15 students. By the 19614;2
school year, more than $25,000 had
bern awarded froin the generd
fund to 1:50 students rhos(n from
1o
%REAP;
more than 400 qualified applicanttoo program may be Eaeh scholarship now given avei , two areas. gmeral !ages $150.
,ted to the sehool for
Financial assistance is not. how.
by the scholarship i ever, restricted just to scholar
and seholarships pre - ’ships. It includes any type (if
;:41 1111 tly to the students by nancial aid to help the student
iatitiitaitine witiree.
meet his academic and living es.
When Poaalent
The
Wahlquist came tenses while attending SJS.

.an program is an example of
’eh an aid souree.
ltyan terms the growth of the
loan ptogram "tremendous." In
1952 the short-term loan fund had
$3.000 available. but it Yves largely
restricted to emergency. use There
is now $40,000 available under this
program, this sum set up on a
revolving basis with students paying hack money all the time. This
enables the program to lend close
to $90,000 during one sehool year.
Approximately 500 students par-

tieipated in this program last year.
In addition to the short-term
loan fund, which normally covers
a one- to three-month peraxl, SJS
now has a long-term fund which
was not in existence in 1952 This
was started in 1958 by the NDF:A.
Since then more than $1 million
has been lent to more than 600
st talents.
Next year the NDEA, a loan
program established under the National Defense Education Act of
1958 to permit students to bormw

money at a low interest rate for
a long term in order to pursue
their college education, will lend
mtire than $500,000. All loans under this program require repaytnent over a ten-year period to
enable ea.sier payments for the
students.
In 1962 a second long-term loan
program was established through
the USA fund. The USA is a private. non-profit corporation which
endorses the loans made by local
banks. Repayments start approximately five months after graduation and extend up to a 54 -month
period. Under this program. the
receiving institution must put in
$1.000 to get $25,000 back The
program was initiated at STS hy
1952
1964
the ASB, which has put in $S,000
$1,000
$
35,000 ,ince the program began. making
General scholarship fund
None
Scholarships from outside sources
40,000 the total available $200,000.
None
State scholarship program
7,600
THIRD AID SOURCE
Short term loans
3,000
40,000
A third major source of student
National Defense Education Act (NDEA)
None
1,000,000 Ail is the student placement servUnited Student Aid Fund (USA)
None
200,000 ice. Mrs. Phyllis Headland. student
plicement interviewer. terms the
TOTALS
$4,000
$1,322,600 tenement operation a "treniendous
program" in regard to its growth
The above chart shows the growth in the main financial areas of and number rsf participants. From
assistance at SJS from 1952, when President Wahlquist took office, 1955 through last year more than
to the present time. The NDEA and USA totals are accumulative sine 49,500 jobs lusd been filled by stuthese two programs were inaugurated in 195B and 1962, respectively. dents from some 70,000 applicants.
The others are what is available this year.
!lased on a nine -month sehool year
and 18-week sentester, this aver-

Growth in Financial Assistance Program

age S

0111

t

11

thS

f illed

Very

day. With the majority ot the
money- earned going trivard student education. this service definitely must he named as part of
the college student financial assistance pmgram, Ryan points out.
Research fellowship. also offer
student aid. This program applies
to faith students and professors.
states William If Durr. (101ing
;A research, Last year.
1:3 students and 31 professors were
awarded grants under this program. The students actually- had a
better percentage of acceptanee.
says Durr. with 13 applications
and 13 selections There were 41
faculty applicants. with 31 selerted
When a student is sPlerted 1) a
professor for this program his rase
is reviewed by the research committee and. if chosen. he works
with the pmfessor on a project.
The 13 students reeeived $4.252
last year from this program. Durr
mentions that the program is not
limited to summer work and that
he is "expecting the program to
expand this year."
slIAIKEMPEARE S(’DOLARsDIP
That progress is still going on in
student aid is exemplified hy a proararn to start this slimmer
Jie
’West, glean of the erhica

tional services and slimmer sessions. says the ASIT and financial
advisory- hoard have approved
$1,000 of reserve summer session
funds for Shakespeare scholarships
this summer to invoke a "little
more attention to Shakespeare- in
this, his 400th anniyersary year.
Th.. English Department also has
contributed $1.000 ti this fund for
a total of 52.000 in awards
to strengthen
In a seronit
summer session aid to students, the
ASB and financial advisory board
also have approved $2.000 from
the shortoerm Iian funil for summer session students to meet payment deadlines that fall in between
pay’days
Dean West announces that $3.000
also has heen given dtuine the
past tvco years in graduate scholarships for selected students The
National Scienve Foundation ;11141
NIFF:A also have aided the summer
session program with grants totaling $344.320 for the upcoming summer. although it will not all be in
student aid.
A final area of assistance is the
federal government. Under various
federal and state provisions and
veterans or
acts. numemus
their dependents have. or are currently receiving, educational benefits at S.IS.
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1957 Marked VS’ Centennial Celebration
Brown, Knight Join
Dedication Program

CENTENNIAL ORGANIZERSJoe H. West
(left) dean of educational services and summer
sessions, was college Centennial chairman. Posing with him are Miss Helen Dimmick (center),
and Mrs. Mildred G. Winters (right). Miss Dim-

By VIRGINIA CASH
Goodwin J. Knight and Governor
Edmund G. Brown were among the
Ili:nit/tries who joined Pres. John
T. Wahlquist and SJS students and
faculty in the Centennial celebration May 2-11, 1957.
The Historic Marker at Fourth
and San Antonio streets was dedicated during the Centennial Festival.
The city of Sparta, Greece, presented SJS with a gift of a Spartan
shield to honor the celebration.
The Centennial Concert presented in Civic Auditorium on the
evening of May 3 featured Miss
Irene Dalis, contralto of the Berlin State Opera Company. Miss
Dalis, a San Jose State graduate,
now sings for the Metropolitan
Opera Co.
OPENS CENTENNIAL
President Wahlquist opened the
Centennial year with the presentation and raising of the Centennial
flag at the Convocation in the fall
semester of 1957.
Thmughout the school year SJS
observed its 100th birthday with
a series of guest speakers, music
’ and dramatic pmductions. exhibits,
symposia, conventions, and other
special events.
The main feature of the year
v..as the festival which began on
Founders’ Day, May 2. An academic procession from Wa.shington
Square to the Civic Auditorium
started the festivities. Representatives from mare than 200 colleges
and universities in the United
States participated in the procession. Goodwin J. Knight, then governor of California, and Roy E.
Simpson. then state superintendent,
joined in the march.

mick, who retired in 1957, was associafe dean
of students. Mrs. Winters, professor of history,
wrote a history of SJS organizations, both
fraternal and non -fraternal.

Arm of College

Extension Service Vital
San Mateo, Santa Cruz. NIonterey
and San Benito counties.
The function of the extension
!program is to proside curricula to
qualified adults seeking higher education in locations near their
homes.

nial Festival. May 11, the annual
spring alumni dinner dance was
held at the fairgrounds.
Radio KEEN devoted a special
program for the Centennial festivities.
Congratulations on the occasion
of the Centennial also came from
Dr. Robert G. Sproul, president
of the University of California;
Dr. Wallace Sterling president of
Stanford University; U. S. Senator
William Knowland, State Senator
John F. Thompson, Congressman
Charles S. Gubser, Secretaiy ,,f
State Frank M. Jordan, San Jose
Mayor Robert Doerr, Los Gatos
Mayor Albert E. Merrill, Palo Alt()
Mayor Nisei F.. Porter, Lieutenant
Governor Harold J. Powers. Assemblyman Clark I.. Bradley, State
Controller Robert C. Kirkwood,
San Jose City Manager A. P. Hamann. State Treasurer Ronald Button, San Jose Chamber of Commerce General Manager Russell I:.
Pettit, and Mountain View Mayor
Lawrence Anderson.

011

gram faculty and evaluating their
teaching experience. They secure
housing for cla.sses, issue and file
reeords, set and pay salaries to
all teaching and administrative
itersonnel, and Mimeograph announcements and publicity mateDELIVERS ADDRESS
rials in great quantities.
BI’SS" STAFF
The same day Dr. Ernest O.
The extension office started in
Dr. Frank G. Willey is in charge fall 1949, under the direction of Melby, dean emeritus, New York
of the extension program. He is Dr. Harry Jensen, professor of edu- University, delivered a Centennial
assisted by Mrs. Irene Rodeheaver, cation, on a part-time basis.
, address at the President’s Convohead secretary, and the Misses
cation program.
30
COURSES
IN
1949
Judy La Franchi and Sherry RanThe follov:ing days were marked
30
courses
there
were
1949,
In
kin, assistant secretaries. Four
hy luneheon.s for the delegates, an
offered
with
an
enrollment
of
1,000
college assistants work on a partTHINK BIG!
eight -day presentation of "Green
’students. In the 1962-63 session.
time basis.
Grow the Lilacs." the Children’s
264 courses were presented with
Tory’s PeeWee Golf
Among the MallY taSiCS which
Theatre production of "Aladdin
8,464 registered.
the extension offices perform are
and His Wonderful Lamps." an Air
18 hole miniature golf course
In the interval betvveen 1949 and
obtaining qualified extension proFair sponsored by the Aeronautics
1962.
the
Extension
Services
orDiscount to all
100-YEAR CELEBRATIONGoodwin J. Knight (left), forrner
Department, exhibits of Incunabula
ganized a total of 1.748 courses
California governor, joined Pres. John T. Wahlquist (right), durand rare books from the Frank
SJS students 35c
obtaining more than 54,000 enrolling the Centennial celebration in May 1957. At the ceremonies
Bellis collection, and open house
Job Hunting?
ments in subject matter, with apRefreshments
a marker at Fourth and San Antonio Streets was dedicated, and
in all college departments.
proximately
35.000
students
regJob resumes professionally
the city of Sparta, Greece, presented SJS with a Spartan Shield.
The Centennial Ball on May 10
Foot -long Hot Dog
30c
istered during this period.
in the Civic Auditorium climaxed
prepared get you there.
Deluxe Hamburger
30c
A survey was taken in fall 1962 the occasion. Frank De Vol, fr,lDP:AN BURTON
Student Discount
of the students participating in the sic& director of Capitol transcripon :11:e. 26. 1954, PreS. John T.
Steak Sandwich
60c
extension classes. A total of 2,831 tions, and his orchestra provided
Waidgitio announerd the appoint(.1,, type pr;e(
quest ionnaires cre circulated. The , the music.
ment of (’. Grant Burton as exectiTony’s PeeWee Golf
median age of enrollees in the
live dean of the college. Prior to
On the final day of the Center’.
382 E. Santa Clara
PALOMA PRESS
extension program was .3,5 years.
;joining the S.IS staff, Burton
,,p,,y)
ock
(I>.
57 E S1,8 C
There were 1.665 females and 1,441 ’
iI;
’The ;served as an instructor of English
STOCK’TON,
approved by the correspondim!
292-5811
males. The educational level
CY 5.4115
campus department. Most classc- 1"niversity of Pacific has acquired and speech at Long Beach State
showed that 82 per cent had bacheare conducted during evening twill’,
libmuy collection of more than "111,gn
lor’s degrees or better, and 73
in classrooms provided by public .15,000 volumes, including man:.
per cent of the participants were
schools in various communities. I first and autographed editions.
engaged in public school service.
0
Students may apply extension I The collection includes a six -v..1.
99% UPPER DIVISION
:credits toward degrees, both bache-lume first edition of Henry Field- Result bow, idiebiiy Rs:orris’, pre.
Perry’s Has
"Extension courses are 99 per ior and graduate, teaching cre- ing’s "Thm Jones," published
peod by the -Ersployer Appiooid"
Springtime Fashions
cent upper division," Dr. Willey dentials, certificates and proles- 1749, and the first editions ot
PROFILE RESUME SERVICE
For You
650 S. Winchester Rd (5J.) 244 0650
said. "Lower division courses are sional growth and salary advance- writers %AS Thornton Vvalder
Prompt SN,NiA4 Student Rates
left to junior colleges," he con- ment requirements.
slime Caldwell and Conrad
Spring is +he perfect time fo shop
titsried.
In addition, hundreds of extenTh.. university received tisc
at Perry’s. There are so many
A T./410)M PPItirtn may earn up sion students take instruction to lection as a
gift from
N’
fresh, crisp, new styles for you to
to
units of extension credit to keep abreast of new developments businessman A. hi.
choose from. You’ll be delighted.
he applied to a bachelor’s degree. along the broad 1 mnt of higher voinmes
milmted
Come see!
This is non-resident credit. Ace- education in an age viben knowl- year perard by a former St 11(!k t
’riemieally iinqualified students are ’ edge becomes obsolete every few bakery work,,., ./1m m.
not permitted 1$ enroll m the .
whn died last year at the at:ri irt
classes.
Students registering enneurrently ************************
ILIF.N’S ATTIRE
in both yrs:war dasses and th,
*
Reniember whet] the Svo r t
not
may
extension
program.
I 85 South 1st Street
Daily, in 1954, predieted that pink
mom than IS units without the
* would lie one if Ihe ir0et
Phone 286-4680
permission
dcan
*
siirine,
;Of t,I.
PRIMitthM sELV-s1 PrOR’FING
TUO
t,,,
111,,14111,141.
The 1.1*:1,1111 I
..11-111,p0rIIIIi.;
*
o
rri %,/tr.
tice,ent
;I WO
TtlitiOn
tO
*
The courses it l’P $ielecIerl. planned.
on Int: WANT ...
and organized within the framework of college polies’, aceordins:
1/()\
t’OR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES?
to Dr Willey
ale
Ix in vet be financially able to take advantage of that big I All of the extension .$1,i.
ler
opportunity v.hen it comes? Men with capital are always
Dancing
unique position to make the most of a bei.itiew- break
Refreshments
and
i now r Anee .411 PrOVide that capital.
hope
’lase
a rhanr,
dt,,cio... this valuable property with you soon.
I rifs of I aught
tr
First in

By CARMAN CHASE
A small but very important office on campus is the Extension
Services.
What is the Extension Service
Program? The Extension Services
is the academic arm of the college, carrying off -campus instruction into its primary service area.
Five counties operate under the
program. They are Santa Clara,

UOP Library
Contains 15,000
Volumes
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Fred Fernandez SJS
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Foreign Car
Specialist
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Fun for Everyone!
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d

CENTENNIAL FLAGPresident Wahlquist opened the Cenfennial year with the presentation and raising of the gold and while
Centennial Flag at the fall 1957 Convocation ceremonies. The
flag was flown beneath +he American and California State flags
throughout the Centennial year.
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Open 24 Hours

Garage Provides 2,000 Spaces
by ARLENE MORI.AN
Follow the mwtql
and are 111111.1’ WaN 17,4
0 .11
The. 2,0(X.Istall SJS parking ga- other directise signs. Polles are further possible sobitior,
1,4VP prO% ales
parking: for 2.51)0 made for the ptoteettoh 4,1 14.15’
A security office:
.
s daily vvhen (lasses; are in one and are useful onIN if follow - the tollgate from 44 a ;,.
;
Ills primary job is to
it. ’
This semester. 799 ernpioyee and
SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
eaies lift properly. and that
4786 student
"We are not UnaWare of the get through."
permits
parking
were issued. In addition, an to.er- parking problem on campus. McIlls suggestions for garage LO4.1.
age of approximately’ 375 cars use mahon said The garage has eased included: !lave the eormet eiram.
thr garage daily for the 25 cent the problem ,oztlifierintl.. tad plans or your parking permit
;
parking fee.
In general, the garage, which
opened in fall 1962, has been sire.
cessful. It provides parking for students, staff, and isitors who otir
.rwise would have to use Mot, 1\ 144
pliblie parking lots or park
thc street, blocks from campus
The garage is open 24 hours ,r
fly PATTI DAVIS
explained no major war,
e going
day and is patrolled after midnight.
lnited Press International
on and, ;is people dot
...or;
only cars bearing SJS permits are
NEW YORK
What! Yrai re about their dancing pat tr.allowed to remain rwernight.
still dancing the Twist?
For off to war the next morning. ’h;
shame; you’re way twhind the ptrfer to dance more ;is
SUG(iESTIONs OFFERED
Francis V. NIeNI:rhon, bllSiness times. The word is out that if you than couples
office acitninistrati’e assistant, of- want to be accepted on the dance
What’s next on the dance cal. nfers the following suggestions for dance floors of America, you hae dar?
efficient use of the garage.
to do the Frog. Slop. Wobble or
"Killer Joe’ Piro and other , s
ncle Willy.
Avoid. It no...ink, the peak
pert. expect the neXI
41:./
rash hour tram "1:50 a.m. to 14:3(1’
So says "Killer Joe" Pim, Mid to be the Lind:.
the .
This period catches. the traffic he should know. A noted authority
for 8 a.m. staff and R and R:30 a.m. ,,,I modern social dances. Joe is one
PRE.44411)1.V1’,44 I
1.111.N1 1
classes. Rot tlenecks frequently de- of New York’s favorite "Danrii,,
In
velop aLso around 7:15 a.m. and 9 Masters." r Ili, nickname came
,laist conducter
1,.m.
from hi.; reputation for wearin,’
students
44 .-’
Anyone who can arrive 15 min- out dance partners..
.14 the inner quad
Radio
lites earlier than these times, 51cFrOrli
a
hIlMble
101411111in44.
11,
Mahon said, will ea.se the conges- East Harlem dance halls, Joe Piro recorded i he trt.., eonferen, .
it was -aired" o.ci
’,fro
;
lion and save himself extra time ro.se to fame teaching sueh
spent waiting in line to enter the aries cif the dance
ald as I ; :7: .
game()
Margot Fonteyn and Alicia ...rarIle also urges students to ap- kova and hoofer Ray flolger
prach the garage from the south, ;lance. -employees from the north. to faciliJoe teaches the ir:Trje:te,,tate the free flow of traffic.
these modern "thug,
’ci.
As many as 500 cars per hour
You’ll find the
ally. you don.; STLP at air
enter the garage during the early just wilt.
,
,
morning’ rush hours.
fevi
),,1
1,41,-

1,

’ r

The Twist is Antiquated,
Do the ’Drug, Slop or Fish

PARKING GARAGEThe multi -story garage
opened in fall 1962 and provides parking for
students. staff, and visitors who otherwise would
have difficulty finding parking space near cam-

pus. The garage is open 24 hours a day, and is
patrolled after midnight. Only cars bearing SJS
permits are allowed to remain overnight.
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Complete and courteous ser
ice whether ;Es
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4th anti Sdn Carlos

Free Theater
Tickets
itli ant

rree thealer ticket!.
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.1,

1...111.11.

Nti.letil

rdle- on 1-1.111..1...

Tipt%riter
Rental.
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HOREItTs TN ITN\ BITER CO.
57 So. 4th St.

CY 4-1215

Seven Seas Ship
Sails From NYC
On October 19
The University ot the Seven SP4114
is a floating school.
I
The ship, M.S. Seven Seas, has

,

ela’Arnmns. lahnratmles. a librIY.
., hospital. a theater. and recreatainal
’Me 196,1 Fall semester will em
phirs’; the
Mediterranean arid
East Asia.
Sailing October Pi from .o.v.
1. Huse card or eorrect change 100k Z1S 11:
4’re ITINIITZISNI
’
York for 1()7 days. ports. of call
readv. The attendants do not have the whole thing, /-1,,4 1,14191 yOU 111,Q.
will include Lisbon, Naples, Alex,indria. Bombay. and Singapore. change. The coin box will take bei in a tiny walk-up studio ra
The curriculum ilfferen aboard nothing larger than a quarter and midtown :Manhattan which ha,
will not give change. It is hardly been his headquarters for :if) year
Seven Seas emphasizes both
fair to keep a line of cars waiting
J0,7. and his staff ri four in-’
..,dern and
,
studies in
while you fumble for coins or your tors giVe, le.,:orlS on a varier:. .
I. man managecard.
dances lrom the Waltz to the
,’ ,rees, and hit3. Follow the flagmen. While you Mambo. Recently they have her I
can park anywhere in the appro- called on to teach people the et.: aimission the RN.
rq,
priate section, the flagmen are rent ../N
dance, .hieh
- at least a C averthere to direct you to available fmri, the
s
stalls. The chance is small that you
These dances ;Surf, Fish. w,,hwill find an empty space before
,..r for passage ranges from
ble, Mashed Potato. flog. /lei,’
you see the flagman. Ile is on duty
.._. oil to $1,590, and tuition is:1.400.
Wave. Frankenstein, :Monkey. W.,
from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and he
More information e.an he obtainnisi, Slop, Bird and thr Push
is them to help you. Follow him.
; from the UnWersity of the Sm.
among others
began in Fraraa
Joe explained, th,:,
small,
tor
marked
suits
4. The
wirdiari
line
Ls
be-! wasn’t enough room in the etym.!car mean small ears. A
’ ing painted to indicate the limits ed clubs and bistros for peoph.
and
of safe parking in these areas.
r,
do the mast -moving Twist.
a car which extends beyond this dance imitating the Twist.
line is insiting a dented fender. without foot movements had to he
, The American compacts are not invented.
AUSTIN, l’es r
i
small cars. in this instance.
Whatever happened to the Walt/
..,ted hest -dressed coed at Ithehe
5. Never hack into a %pace. The anti the F’ox-trot7
eisity or
texas has thts ad+.1ce
stalLs are constructed for forward
for other college girls:
The way Joe sees it, back iv
.the! parking, and exhaust fumes dam "Don’t dress like you think
the days of World War II
age the walls of the building.
typical coed’ ought to dress." said
danced close together, cheek -1, .
Ttacy Lewis, a junior from Amacheek. because they never knew.
STI’DENT’S COMPLAINT
;alio. Tex.
%%hen their partners might
In 1954, student Bob Jackson shipped overseas to fight Now. h
She suggested choosing clothes’
!hat play op an individual look. in- didn’t like the spring edition ol
and syrote this letter I..
Oarf
of buying one wrap-around Lyke,
Thrust anti Parry:
rt after another.
I know not whence came thc
Tracy said she has "not very
name,
many clothes: I just get what I
Roberts is open ’til 9
Nor know T who is to blame
need, and I don’t need much."
’Orr, Sr arc,
Its IliM is said to he humor.
"Cr,, rr‘irr
do -1
Competing against 2(1 other
But sorely that’s only rumor.
as students in the finals, Tracy I
F’or from almost any persts.c.
won the title by wearing a red

Best-Dressed
Coed Gives Advice

BASEBALL

tr.%)

Going to a luau?

PERFECT COSTUmE

Reguldf

check-uos insure good

vision. Don’t delay . . . make
an appointment with us, soon.

t

\

DR. If

GOODWILL
COSTUME SHOP
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I p\\ 11:11

(11)1(filielti.l%

Open Tues. thru Sa+. 10 ’til 5
44 N. Market St.

297.44,0’;

E ;:q

"Wh didn’t
I think
of that
before?-

BROWSE AWHILE
TONIGHT

knit suit with bow -blouse for I
school; a deep lurquoise wax)! princess dres.s for church or a movie; !
and a black crept. cocktail suit
with sleeveles,s empire overblouse I
tor other occasions

Spy Praessitostal

he,-

lye.
A cudgel would have been at
lea.st as effective.
If the reader thinks I’m tryin..
to spike it.
II; s right! I didn’t Lyke it.

A Distinctive Corsage

Dining (hit
Is Itore
Titnn Food
Dining out at Bohannon’s
is quick, efficient service.

1..ir Her Vie:pair...VI
That Pledge Dance.
sprint! Formai or
1,11% ’Special
Occasion

It’s relaxing in our friendly
dining room and enjoying
a delicious meal.
But more than that, dining
out is fun

it’s fhe ideal

way to start or end that
special evening.

Dine out soon
at Bohannon’s
Where the dinners
are superb!
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Survey of Pupils, Study Habits
Profs Agree: 111
Good Student
Has Creativity

Grade Point,
Hitting Books
Don’t Match

41

lib ARLENE MORGAN
SJS professors agree on oni
characteristic of a good student
he demonstrates the ability 1,,
think with originality. This idea
expressed in different words. w.is
the essence of professors’ responses when interviewed recently.
The good student is intellectually’ curious. He is interested rct
only in facts. but in ideas.
Dr. James J. Clark, assistant
professor of F:riglish. likes to see
a student who is "able to utilize
the material presented to him creatively, toward an awareness that
demonstrates his own mind is
working." Education. Prof. Clark
STUDY TIMESteve Leadley sits surrounded by books while
added, is gained frorn the student’s
he prepares for examinations. Some students say that they can
own efforts, supplemented by
do better work while under pressure of an up-coming exam.
course work.
Dr. Richard S. C’rainer. assistant one Thinks alsait it \%11,,t is the osity. Instructors can teach only
Question those who %sant to learn.
professor of history, stated it this aufl..,.
While professors clo not generslway, "I like a student with the
intelliability to be intelligently. critical ’’
ly like examinations allY more
It is not important that one agrees
explained it ;is an than students do. they find it the
- Ihesize ideas into oil(’ reliable way to evaluate indior disagrees with the author of
sidual members of a class. ’After
....incept."
statement, but it is important that
’IP years." one professor admitted.
DE NT DESCRIBED
Ii1)01)
.011M.
"I can’t honestly tell much alxart
if,s- a student in the classroom. I 11/I%P
.1 1111,, I
MEN
jougn,ilisul. likes a strident 111111Che$ Of 0011’W. Hut the quiet
"cares about hireselt and boy in the corner may shine far
Keep in shape at the
about his work." Marshall K. more brilliantly on an examination
:SIaddock. associate professor of than the one who sits in front and
SAN JOSE
geology. said much the same thing nods his head at every-thing I say."
HEALTH CLUB
when he described the good stuHAVE SONIETHING TO SAY
dent as one who "works independRESULTS IN 60 DAYS
F:x ery instructor prefers a stu,i!itly and feels responsible for his
Gale:
’An education." An illustration dent who talks. but only if he has
3- on Chest
be the self-educated man something to say. And they unani3" off Wemt
who learns because he wants to mously appreciate one who comes
on Arms
know, and succeeds becausP he to class prepared.
2’ on Thighs
Opinions about study habits varseeks out his own information.
gain or lose
A philosophy professor also puts ied among instructors as among
12-15 lbs.
the burden of learning on the stu- students thernselv(s. The consenof weight
dent. Good instructors are v oat, SUS was that every student who
"it their ,stieJttest contribution is wants to learn will find his own
it.
... stimulating the student’s curt - hest w;1.
Profess..1 of course do nut expect that i-.ery person enrolled in
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Thirty SJS unoergraduateresenting eight majors were interviewed this week regarding study
habits. The following general facts
emerged:
The amount of time spent in
outside studying for a 3-tinit course
varies from two to ten hours per
week. ’rhe type of course (math
.0 literature, for example, largely
determines the time necessary.
’rile number of hours spent in
study does not necessarily correlate vv ith grade-point average.
Fiach student has his OW/I favorite
"tricks" for effective study. And,
the variability of study habits is
as great among "A" students as
between "A’’ anti ’’C" students.
One truth was evident in interVieWS, the "A" student cares. He
cares about doing a better-than average job and about getting
something out of the course. Ile
cares about learning.
This peculiar creature - the "A"
student. -prepares his as.signments
conscientiously, and he does MOW
He is serious about his education
and will spend whatever time is
required to understand his subje,
This may require relatively. lit t id
effort of the bright student. or it
may mean long late hours of study
and research. In either case, motivation is there. Not just to get a
degree or get past a course or get
a grade that will earn a good recommendation on graduation--but
a motivation to know.
There is no set pattern, however,
in the techniques and conditions
found most effective by the students interviewed.
E:nglish junior explained.
go over each subject for a half
hour or so CVO"’ night. Breaking
up my concentration into short
periods helps me remember details
better.
DISAGREEel

SENIOR

A chemistry senior disagrees. "I
study each course one night a
week. Sometimes an hour, sometimes six hours."
Other sugge.stions the :senior
made are: "I study whateser assignment Ls due next." "I concentrate on the course tor which I
feel ’in the mood.’" "I read qttickly through an assignment without
concern for details. Then I go out
for a coke and shoot -the-bull
awhile and go back and read it
again. This time I take notes and
try to remember it. I outline es erything I read."
One student studies the lxtok as
a whole. He said. "I look at the
table of contents and chapter
headings and try to get an idea
of what the book is going to say.
Then I read all siimmarY Par" graphs and fit thal into the par.
tern. Then I read the chapters arid
finish the book as early in the semester as I can. Of course that’s
the ideal -it isn’t always possible
Another student reports, "I (11,.
wild heat ily on the 1,,,ettire
rsirally the most important nom,.
arc brought out in ,lass, and flo I
my residing %kith those point., 11,
oirrid."
Cramming for ;111 eV1111, genet.
-

Shampoo & 5,4
Haircut

ally thought to be unssise. is a
major technique for at least a dozen serious students. "I never really
hist,iry major stated
gel al it."
due
,ONE.111 I.,
ati
4)1 ItSF:
DEPEN1):. ()N
The type of course often determines what the approach will be.
A math course. for example, has to
be grasped in sequence. Each new
concept will follow from an earlier
one. A sursey cotime, on the contrary. may cover several areas not
necessarily dependent on each
other.
A psychology sophomore feels
that the amount of time devoted to
study is not as important as the
intensity of concentration. "An
hour is usually enrsugh 10I’ /Illy assignment, Ile(!alllee When I study, I ’
don’t (1,, anything else. One other fac.tor cattle un. -znrious Atlidents study according
expectations of the instructor
s’
ter the tirst midterm." one ,,,
said, ’I Mum. better what 11..
lessor wants."
Most stialiatts ’,refer to
alone. Study dates or
are sought for eompanionship, bi,i
not really for working.
Girls oserwhelrningly prefer tu
sturdy at night, from eight to midnight. while lxiys are more evenly
divided twitween day and evening.
In summary. study habits vary
according I., Ilse student, the subject ri
,nd the instructor. A
final ,
.
was made by .,
.
-e.if course th..
do
Is all "
’,’,k one should
Vhat 1
do is oft,n IIIJI,It
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MEL TORME-Former Spartan Daily reporter, Mike Dunne (1.).
interviews Mel Torme (c.), singer.entertainer who presently appears at the Safari Room until April 26. Marti Schmidtmann (r.),
listens to the interviev.
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en Torme On Stage
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made -rise Priside Lar and The
Public Eye" a flIn 10 remember.
’flu, Peter Stuffier coined). recently. left San F’rancisco after
stiecessful two week engagement at the Geary ’rheater.
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1/1’il‘l San Francisco
"The Prisate Ear and The
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play, "The Private Ear." it phi). boy, portrayed hy Barry Foster.
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Courtney, who has entertained Bay Area audiences for years
with his musical magic, is also
official hand leader for the San
Francisco Giants at Candlestick
Park and music master for thr
Oakland Raiders.
id the Bay Area.
A nat
Courtney attended St. Mary’s
College, College of the Pacific,
and graduated fmm the Unisrrsity of California with an NIA
degrer in Education. The campus
hand he organized at Cal beeame
so popular they toured the country. for 14 year, befoir
settling down in ihe Bay A111.1.
Ile and hi, band have appented In major hotels acm,s the nation. including the It0).01 110,%iiiian in Honolulu. and Coconut
(;rove in I.os Angeles. ’t’he
Courtney Blind has headlined on
all major networks and was featured in a number of mosie
shorts.
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Yep! No kidding! She really makes CARNITAS. You know what CARNITAS are
don’t you? CARNITAS are tender little
pieces of beef or pork that are so good
in tacos or tortillas. They’re great as a filling for any Mexican style dish. Try something differe lt this weekend and get some
CARNITAS at Plaza Market from the Human Tortilla Maker.
Quick Delivery On Orders To Go
B -B9 Chickens
Carnitas
Tamales
Enchiladas

II11-9 Ribs
Tacos

Stop In This Weekend . .. Our Food’s Great
I/4 -Lb. Hamburger
World Famous Pancakm
Ham & Eggs
Premium Ground Steak

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE 110ITSE
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.%:11 weekly meeting In
a USF grad
tie Union.
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Breakdown tat cos t includes
trate his talk with "very
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Alice Ellsworth, senior music
tritium, .,tal Salk polio injections
be pre)re
major from San Jose,
,).tilable.
Isented in her Senior Recital by
’the SJS Music Department this
afternoon at 1:30 in Concert Hall.
Studying under Thomas Ryan,
professor of music, Miss Ellsworth
’ ., Christy 5Iinstrels, a will play selections by Beethoven,
f’3UNI1- ’
will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
man,.
fit in the San Jose Civic
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Mitchell’s speech was followed
,by the award giving. The Alpha
.A1 Sirat Award, given to the most
outstanding man and woman Rtisinem graduate was presented to
Gary Sharp and Barham Woodson.
Surprising the banquet
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awards given by the Society for
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The papers are of major interest
to upper division. graduate stu,lents and faculty in science. How ’,pr. all students and farulty are
eordially invited to attend the
presentations ot papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
’Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 SatBy LINDA sULLIVAN
The American intellectual has urday afternoon.
/mix, Ad..
Dr, mai"! vogei,
traditionally been given to accenting the seedier, more mournful vanced Systems Development D
side of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges.
associate professor ot’ sociology.
said yesterday to an overflow
CrOW(1 at the Book Talk.

Accents Bad

odges Says

Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday’ aftreceived all of its annual awards. ernoon at
12:30 in Cafeteria
Rooms A and B
sociologist Daniel Bell’s hook "The End of Ideology." Dr. liodges said Bell feels
the voncepts of mass society, mas.
culture, existentialism, rnnformity.
and alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectual,
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social di
orritnization are romantic, unrealhave with their complaints if they
istie notions of the past. Them is
had gone through the "already
a lack (il history -mindedness and
established machinery."
I issues are too readily pigeon -holed.
Many faculty members feel that
said rm. Hodges. He.said Bell feels
they have tried to use this "mathat social critic’s are not taking
chinery" in the past, but to no
into accoont man’s flexibility Too
avail.
many Make the mistake of assumThis bottled.up frustration was
ing the past Was Mnre stable than
ignited by the open resignation of
the present.
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
’The most salient faet of life
respected men on the ciunpus and
is its commitment to change," lu
then dean of education.
said. Bell believes that the indil’he signers of the petition feel
vidual has more fteedom than he
that t.he resignation of neon Smith
has eNer had.
from the SFS administration earl What Bell feels is the real probnot he allowed to remain an isolem facing society, according to!
late(’ protest.
Dr. Hodges. is the incapacity of
As a result of the petition and
social order to satisfy’ demand,
(Conti/mod on Page 4)
for social change.
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The uprising of the
San FrancisState College faculty was a
long lime in the
making.
The petition
requesting an inlstigation of
the Trustees by
Con’. Edmund G.
Brown and the
State
Legislature grew out of
facultY dissatisfaction
Islth The
ItItinner In which
the Trustees are
44cninistering the
state colleges.
The problems,
however. nut
Mitch deeper
than this. The faculty*
feels a deep selVie
of frustration
Oter being
rebuffed by the Truste’:’s on several
occasions. After

hustrated 17y the Trustees,
bein
the 1.,(tilty decided this lime to
take their complaint to the press.
It is on this point that the
!Trustees have centered their rebuttal to the charges made by the
feel the
I SFS filealtY. The Trustees
’faculty was wrong to make its
complaints public before using the
,"alreatty established machinery"
’

for airing grievances.
Last week this report er traveled
to the SFS campus to get a firsthaud report on faculty opinion
concerning the Trustees’ chat Ms.

If there is one thing a majority
of the faculty seems, to feel, it is
that the faculty member never
’could have gotten as far WS thINY

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music
dance to the intiSie ot Del
ney and his band in San
co’s St. Francis Hotel.
The occasion is -Southern Serenade.- this year’s spring formal.
the Social Aff
es committee.
f inanced
,!,.ough student funds. appropri.,1 by Student Council
It is because rif student financa... Committee Chairman Bruce
5fieflonald revealed. that no admission will he charged for the
dance Bids are availahle in fmnt
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Office.

TN,

dance. sprm,,,rect by

Faculty Justifies Petition
EDITOR’S NOTE: Tisis is the second
soicle in
ihrettepert series esploring
bekind the recent faculty up ’44’9 I 1r San Francisco State College.

ted to the Council. the Art PlannIng Committee noted. "While we
don’t feel ail artts’t should be asked to mistify his price with an
itemized hrealsdown. we take thr
initiative to suggest that $1.000
vvould
spent on actual materin Is
This leaves StiOn for expense of
the ;Actual casting process. anct
S500 remains tor two and a halt to
three months of work, or 500 or
more working hours."
The committee stated that the
firliSt had not asked a prtce tor
his creative ahility and said that
artists often charge Sin per hou,

Conrtne,,s
Inyttleti

oricinal

When

the

hand

imisie

%kas

Master

storleni at the Itnisersity
California.
Feat
r e d enlort inmen1 at
!-:.outhern Serenade" wall he Dick
( istors Trio. a folksinging group
from Southern California

was

Flutist in Concert
MST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall left a member of
Social Affairs Committee. punches Bill Rutledge s student body
card, in exchange for a bid for the spring formal The dance,
Saturday at the St, Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.

tri,/ flutist. will iw
presented in etneert tomorrow
night in the \Ten’s Gym at 8 75
Horn and lys Quintet will ar,
hPe:;mirrka,rfft,f,ttrynt,,lit; SJS Studio Ithrth
TinkeIc nlay

Student .ffants

he obtained at the
trosiness (Noose

.64

Tower Hall Walk

12 Years at SJS

Pres. Wahlquist Retires
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CHRISTY
WIN!
A S25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

A NEW PRESIDENTWhen Pres. John T. Wahlquist assumed the
presidency of San Jose State College in 1952, one of the first

things he did was walk through the Inner Quad of Tower Hall54-year-old SJS landmark that he helped save in January of this
year.

WIN!
Largest

the
Dr John T Wahlquist
17th president of San Jose State
retire Sept, 10
Will
Od lege
1964. his 65th birthday’
’The pages of this semester’s
Peacock are devoted to the growth
and changes of San Jose State
College under his administration.
l’resident of SJS for the past 12
years, Dr. Wahlquist will remain
on the campus as president emeritus, consultant to State College
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke and
professor of education.
When Pres. Wahlquist was inaugrated on May 1, 1952, he said,
"The life history’ of a strong organization should be one of true,
continuous progress, and not a
series of abrupt, violent movements, inspired by caprice or uncon t rol table rest lessness."
Indeed, progress has been the
keyword of the Wahlquist administration. When Dr. Wahlquist assumed the presidency of SJS it
was a relatively small school with
an enrollment of 6,489. The enrollment this spring is 18,500.
19511 more than 25 new
buildings have beer, erected on
campus, older buildings have been
enlarged and sites for future buildings purchased.
This physical growth in enrollment and buildings can be attributed to the following academic

milestones achieved during the
past 12 years: the separation of
the Junior College from the State
College in 1953; the adoption of a
humanities program in 1957; the
development of new occupational
curricula, several at the graduate
level; the initiation of a research
program which ha-s brought more
than $1 million in grants to the
college and to individual faculty
members; the establishment of 18
scholastic honor statietie.

On the following
Pages
stories of only a few of the ,1
advancements and changes
uf
Jose State College under the
ai
ministration of Pres.
Wahlqust,
lt is evident that some
of tho
accomplishments have great
aided in making San Jose staj
the 27th largest institution
higher learning in the nation,

Peacock’s Color Cover
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Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.
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OS Enrollment Soars to New High
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of students in
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year.
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4:KET PICKUPMore and more Spartans have
ated in lines like this one to pick up their IBM
listration packet. Last fall’s giant enrollment
lo 540, coupled with sudden rains, hindered
". egistration process somewhat, but the lines
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ADVENTURE
plot

went on and on. Since 1952 enrollment has increased 148 per cent, as opposed to the national
increase in college and university enrollment of
84 per cent.
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15% OFF 20%0 OFF
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on our complete
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ART SUPPLIES
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Prints Art Supplies
Santa Clara

Senor To Give
Recital Today

SFS-Trustees

3teett

PAR KS
Serving SJS Students
bi

TereTSSSSS

For Over 15 Years

’snows toreign gonna TO MOO our’ /1/11/CA,AULAI/
matket
Mitchell’s speech was followed
’by the award giving. The Alpha
Siral Award, given to the most
outstanding man and woman Business% graduate Wits presented tol
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
LINDA SULLIVAN
Surprising the banquet guets it j
The American intellectual has
was iumotinced that SJS was the’ traditionally been given to accentrecipient of the five national i ing the seedier, more mournful
awards given by the Society for I side of life, Dr. Harold NI. Hodges,
of
Management.’ associate professor of sociology,
Advancement
said yesteiday to an overflow
This was the first time in the
crowd at the Book Talk.
Society s history that one college!
nr. Hodges spoke yesterday aft-,
received all or its annual awards. Iernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
Rooms A and 13 on sociologLst
Hell’s book "The 1:nii of Ideology:. Dr. Hodges said Bell feels
the concept% of mass society. mass
minim, existentialism. conformity.
and alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectuals
are 1101 (VIII(’ real.
Behind the theory of social disori,anization are romantic. unreal.
have with their complaints if they
istie notions of the past There is
had gone throlieh the "already
iilek
history-mindialness and
established machinery."
issues are too readily pigeon -holed,
Many faculty members feel that
said rhs Hodges. Ife Nat(’ Bell feels
they have tried to use this "mathat social critics are not taking.
chinery" in the past, hut to no
into accoont man’s flexibility Ton
avail.
many make the mistake of assumThis bottled -up frustration was
past was more stable than
ignited by the open resignation of ing the
the present.
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
"The most salient faet of life
respected men on the campus and
is its commitment in ehange." he
then dean of education.
said. Bell believes that Ihe indiThe signers of the petition feel
vidual has more freedom! than he
that the resignation of Dean Smith
has mer had.
frian the SFS administration eanWhat Bell feels is the real prnhnot he allowed to remain an isolent facing society, acenrcling to
Toted protest.
Dr Hodges, is the incapacity of
As a result of the petition rind
soctal order to satisfy demands
(Continued on Page 4)
for social change.

A ccents Bad

Hodges Says

NSS\

Parks
SJ-,S

spa/hi, /Mils
Small pos vaccination{ 1121d1
hoestei, for either Tetanus or Ty*Ad ait ,i,ailable every Friday
to 4, HBI30.
Alice Ellsworth, senior music
Influen/ and Salk polio injections
major from San Jose, will be preare al-,
sented in her Senior Recital by
the SJS Music Department this
Nksingers To Phoy afternoon at 1:30 in Concert flail.
Studying under Thomas Ryan,
AfCivic Tomorrow professor
of Ml1FriC, Miss Ellsworth
The New Christy Minstrels, a
play selection.% by Beethoven,
toilcsingirt. group, will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
rflorrov, dight in the San Jose Chic
The coed has performed as soAuditorium at 8:15. Tickets for the loist with the San Francisco SymElVformance may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
the Spartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the
J(se Box (
PeninSUla.

Frames

1 i,/ el

l’", I

The papers are of major interest
to uprwr division, graduate students and faculty in science. However. an students and frieulty are
imited to attend the
presentations ot papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
Friday. and from 9 a.m. to 3 Satiirday afternoon.
Dr. Nlarcel Vogel, of IBM’s Advanced Systems Development Di-

.

VOGEL
.

IBM vivtor

The uprising of the
San Francis Co State College
faculty vvas a
long time in
the making.
The petition requesting
an investigation of the
Trustees by
OPY DIMund G. Brown
and the
State Legislature
grew out of
fleUllY dissatisfaction with
the
%liner in which the
Trustees are
adatinistering the state
colleges.
The Problems, however, nin
;Mich dPoPer than this. The faculty
’eels a deep sense
of frustration
liter being rebuffed
by the Trustees on several
occasions. After

being fttistrated by the Trustees,
faculty deckled this time to
take their compkiint to the press.
It is on this point that the
’I.’i-tastees have centered their rebuttal to the charges made by the
I SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
!faculty WAS wrong to make its
complaints public before using the
"already established machinery"
for airing grievances.
’ I a st week h is report er traveled
to the SFS campus to get a firsthalid report on faculty opinion
’concerning the ’Trustees’ charges.
If there is one tIting a majority
iof the faculty seems, to feel, it is
that the faculty member never
could have gotten as far as theY

Tr

’

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

:dent Council appropriated
.ah, will I,
’.- to build an eleten foot
....nquet
at the Parik......
slain
yesterday at rts
? night at Lou - Village.
a L’SF graduate, will .weekly meeting in the College’
n "Liquid Crystals." He Vnion.
Breakdown of cost includes
trate his talk v6ith "very
color photomierographs or $2,000 for statue mat $500 for lbw
frowth" according to The cement biock on vvhich the statue
will stand.
Taaryl A,Vebh. sculptor. will reLs the co-atithor of the ceive the total amount and will
diminescence ot Liquids pay for the cement block and moyds and its Praelical ADmg expenses Irian this total One
Ile is presently work - half Will be paid immediately so he
he application nf micro- may begin work. and remaining
-Jima-pies to special prob. one-half wit] he paid on oomph.41 as magnetic
Mon.
is been with 111:1,1 since
In a written statement submitted to the Council, the Art Planning Committe noted. "While we
N Si alarm.
don’t feel an artist should be askn or’
rened to jtistify his price with an
ic s I
toorninc, tolitemized breakdown. we take the
nitiative to suggest that SION")
’an I n
Ntauld Ite s;e:
materials
the 1/. - al a
N.pense
lied
.
: :cess. and
.4") rPmams In; !,sr,
a hall to
’Mee months ot work. or 500 or
’el’
in’.Y"flis more working hours ’’
3nd P"
;Ire ,cheTillled
arTerThe committee stated that the
noon.
artist had not asked a price for
Saturday’s plans include the re- his creative ability and said that
often chtromainder
student paper, and
’11) per hour.
rinally the presentation
in the afternoon. This v.
lowed by a busine.,.s meet mg
:.
.
Banquet tickets are
all students in the
,
partment, S148.. The
Satuiday (healing students
and include, one of the field MIT,
I :c.(: to the music of Del Cowa-

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music

h:n,. .
in San Francisco .s Hotel.
The occasoan is "Southern Serenade." this year’s spring formal. The
dance, sponsored by the Sivial
fairs Committee. is financed
through student funds. appropmated hy Student Council
It is because of student financdas Committee Chairman Bruce
MacDonald revealed, that no admission %till he charged tor
dance. Bids are iivailahle in front
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Office.

Faculty Justifies Petition
EDITOR’S NOTE:
second
artiste in thrrepertThis is theexploring
series
,yesens bekind the recent
faculty up ’wig et San Francisco Stile College.

I.;,.

s.

Courtney’s original hand Wit.
:Tried Ns hen the music Inast,1.
as a sttident at the 1.111SPIslty of
:’alifornia.
F P t .1 P d entertainMent
"Southern Serenade- will he Dirk
Noma: Trio. a fialksiniting grotip
front Solithern California

Flutist in Concert

PSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall, left, a member of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge’s student body
card, in exchange for
bid for the spring formal. The dance,
Saturday at the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.

Paid Mon la,/ flutist. will 1,0
presented in c,,neert torissrom
night in the aTen’s Gym at S15
Horn and h., Quintet will appear after the SJS Studio Band
has performed
Tickets may tie obtained at the
Student Affairs Itusinra:s otiose..

"Ili there
I’m Tinker...
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1CHRISTY
WIN!
A 525.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

WIN!
Largest

Selection

Open Daily
10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

. . . usually white cats, like me, don’t get invited to model for colored pictures. That’s because
most folks figure that black ink is good enough for a white cat.

LOOKING
FOR 11
BI

. . . but I’m not an ordinary white cat. My Pop happens to be the boss at Globe Printing Company
where The Peacock (isn’t that a foul nameThe White Cat would be much better), and the Spartan
Daily are printed.
. . . for years they have been telling me how useless I am. If I’m so useless, why is he spending all
this money printing colored pictures of white cats? (Even at the reasonable prices Globe charges, a
fella could buy a whopping pile of stew meat or shrimps for what this costs.)
. . . I think he’s trying to show off the high quality color printing Globe turns out, and he’s doing
it the hard way. He wants to prove how much more effective the use of ( olor can make your advertising. He’s trying to illustrate how, with expert photography, a carefully planned setting, and the
high quality of Globe’s color work, even a white cat like me can be made to look colorful.
. . . so take the word of a real cool cat. that it will pay you to talk to Pop about putting some
color into your next printing job. I bet he could even do a nice job for you if the best you have is
a BLACK cat."
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"Designed with the college girl in mind"
Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.
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438 E. William
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ASB Membership
,i. 1952 on the SJS
ili.re

so you don’t pay ASH fees V3’itat
atx)ut you younger brother? Oh,
thank Nms 1 under,tatal FulItime
student, pie, ’modem body fees and
are all,med to enter games free.

Molt,
Excuse me, sir, are you a paid
student body member? You’re not"
Oh. I see. you’re a limited student.
.utmpus. My, how small the campus looks in comparison to what
vve know today. Here’s a comely
coed with a duektait and a green
a
her at mid -calf
/nay I see
you
111.1
it 11,
all games’.
is Susie
I have an
eost
iii if she
, chose not
d of boy
r way.

governments. Each
ganized with exectilit.e of-laserheading the class council, and each
class council was composed of all
students intere,ted in attending
the meetings
.0. the freshman
Plass. this ale , , a class council
of 50(.1 in Seim !.t,er, By the end
rwhoi,m,m
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Faculty Justifies Petition
being frustrated by the Tiustees,
the faculty decided this time to
take their compinint to the press.
It is on this point that the
e uprisim; of the
San Francis- Trustees have centered their reN., State College faculty’ was a buttal to the charges made by the
time in the making.
SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
wrong to make its
The petition
requesting an irtj faculty Was
villigation of the Tnistees bY complaints public before using the
OW Edmund G. Brown and the’ "already established machinery"
wievances.
Nie Legislature grew
out of for airing
faculty dissatisfaction
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hand report on faculty opinion
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however, rim concerning the Trustees’ charges.
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WIN!
A S25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

WIN!
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Selection

Open Daily
10:00 - I 0:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

STUDENT (
Pres. John
On the 19
Jules Lover
Bob Pisano

. . . usually white cats, like me, don’t get invite(
most folks figure that black ink is good enough tor
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. . . but I’m not an ordinary white cat. My Pop h:
where The Peacock (isn’t that a fou/ nameThc ti.
Daily are printed.
. . . for years they have been telling me how usele
this money printing colored pictures of white cats? (
fella could buy a whopping pile of stew meat or shr
. . I think he’s trying to show off the high qualit
it the hard way. He wants to prove how much mor
tising. He’s trying to illustrate how, with expert p
high quality. of Globe’s color work, even a white cat
. . . so take the word of a real cool cat. that it wi
color into your next printing job. I bet he could eve
a BLACK cat."
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heading the class council. and each
class council was composNi of all
students interested in attending
the meetings For the freshman
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STUDENT COUNCIL certainly has changed since
Pres, John T Wahlquist first took office in 1952.
On the 1964 council are, seated left to right,
Jules Laventhol Virginia Vessel, John Hendricks,
Bob Pisan() Marilyn Cox, and Mary Ann Bowles.

Standing are Jerry Spolter, Dr. Lowell M. Walter,
adviser; Charlene Hiatt, Lindsay Hafer, Rick
Trout, Bill Clark. Pete Briggs, Don Carroll, Pete
McGrath, Dee Dee Dwight, Jack Perkins, Mary
Ann LaGuardia, Dick Romm adviser; and Burke
Coveny.
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Senior To Give
Recital Today

Alice Ellsworth, senior music
major from San Jose, will be presented in her Senior Recital by
the SJS 3.1usic Department t.his
Folksingers To Play afternoon at 1:30 in Concert. Hall.
Studying under T’homas Ryan,
At Civic Tomorrow professor
of music, Miss Ellsvvorth
The New Christy Nlinstrels,
will play selections by Beethoven,
folksinging group, will appear to- ’ Bartok and Liszt.
marrovi oight in the San Jose Civic
The coed has rxmformed as soAuditorium at 8:15. Tickets for the, loist with the San Francisco Sym11011(mm:ince may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
the Spartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the
e
Office
Peninsula.
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Gary Sharp anti Barham Woodson
By LINDA SULLIVAN
Surptising the banquet guests it
. The American intellectual has
was tumounced that SJS v.-as Hie traditionally been given to accentrecipient of the five national ing the seedier, more mournful
awards given by the Society tor side of life. Dr. Harold M. Hodges.
Management. ,associate professor nt’ sociology.
of
Advancement
said yesterday to an overflow
f* .
h
Th..crowd at the Book Talk.
Society’s history that one college
N.. Hodges spoke yesterday aftreceived all of its annual awards. ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
Rooms A and B on sociologbd Daniel Bell’s book rite End nf Ideology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels
the eoncepts of mass society, mass
minim, existentialism, eonformity.
and alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectuals
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social disorganization are romantic. unrealif
they
have veith their complaints
iStic notions of the pair. There is
had gone through the "already
a lack of history-mindedness and
established machinery."
issi ies are too readily pigeon -holed,
Many faculty members feel that
said 1-)1.. Ikklges. He said Bell feels
they have tried to thile this "mathat social critics are not taking;
chinery" in the past, but to no
into accotint man’s flexibility’. Trxi
avail.
many make the mistake of assumThis bottled -up frustration was
more stable than
past
ignited by the open resignation of ing the
the present.
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
’The most salient fact of life
respected men on the carnpus arid
is its commitment in change," he
then dean of education.
said. Bell beliees that the IndiThe signers of the petition feel vidual has more freedom
than he
that t.he resignation of Dean Smith
has exer had.
from the SFS administration canWhat Bell feels is the real probnot he allowNI to remain an isolem facing soeiety, according to
lated protest.
1/r. Hodges, is the incapacity of
As a result of the petition and
social order to satisfy demands
(Continued on Page 4)
for social change.
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’A ccents Bad, ,

sHodges Says

The uprising of the San Francis N., State College faculty was a
!ring time in
the making.
The petition requesting an
in-1
Ntigation of the Trustees
bY1
Gov. Edmund G. Brown and the’
Stale Legislature grew out of
fkulty dissatisfaction
with the
Manner in which the
Trustees am
411hinistering the state
colleges.
The problems,
however, run
de"ner than this. The faculty
’eel% a deep sense
of frustration
4Itsr being
minified by the Trust’,.8 Oil NeVeral
occasions. After

being frosttated by the Trustees,
the faculty decided this time to
take their compkiint to the press.
It is on this point that the
Trustees have centered their rebuttal to the charges made by the
SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
faculty was wrong to make its
complaints public before using the
"already established machinery"
for airing grievances.
lAst week this reporter traveled
to the SF’S campus to get a firsthand report on faculty opinion
concerning the Trustees’ charges.
If there is one thing a majority
of ’he faculty seems, to feel, it is
that the faculty member never
could have gotten as far aa they

/91.1

The papers are of major interest
to upper division, graduate stii.
dents and faculty in science. However, all students and faculty are
oordially invited to attend the
presentation.s ot papers in SI42
from 9 in the morning until noon
Friday. and from 9 a.m. to 3 Sattiniay afternoon.
Dr. Marcel Vogel, of IBM’s Advanced Systems Development Di -
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dance to the music of Del Court
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co’s St. Francis Hotel.
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through student funds, appropriated hy Student Council
It is hector..., ot student financing. Committee Chairman Bruce
eDonalrl revealed, that no
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Bookstore and in the
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Blisiness Office.
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PSSST, BUDDY, WANNA B1D7Tim McCall left
Mernber of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge s student body
card, in exchange for a bid for the spring formal The dance,
Saturday a+ the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.
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Foreign Enrollment Booms in 10 Years
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Students Study in 4 Fields,
Represent 60 Countries
By EVELYN DIXON
Ten years ago 98 foreign students, representing 24 countries.
attended SJS. Today there are 630
foreign students from approximately 60 different countries.
These foreign students study’ in
ztlmost every field. According to
the Annual Report of the Foreign
Student Adviser for the year 196263, :39 per cent of these students
were studying in the field of engineering and technology.
The major areas with the most
foreign students enrolled in 1963
were engineering, 186; chemistry,
25; business administration, 43:
and arts and humanities. 67.
SPECIAL PROGRAM
There are special courses for
foreign students in F:nglish, speech
and political science. The speech
and English courses began informally in 1950, and in 1954 a formal program was started.
In the spring of 1963, for the
first time at SJS, a special group
of students, 13 young women from
Guinea and Mali in Africa, came
to study English. The pmgram was
under auspices of the State Department Agency for International
Development.
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WIN!
A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
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Year by Year.
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Year
1954-111
195847 ......
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198649
1980-81
191143
19348

Open Daily
10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
I 2:00 - 6:00

Fail Spring
a
100
79
58
41
1U
un
239

489

This FM.:lish language program,
which prepared students to teach
English in their countries, was considered quite successful by Dr.
Philip Persky, foreign student adviser.
At that time Dr. Persky hoped
that this was to be ju.st the first
of many programs that might be
given by the college.
Last fall a second group of students. from Mali and the Upper
Volta in Africa. also came to study
English at SJS. Again the program
is sponsored by the State Department.
GUIDANCE
Students in these special programs and other foreign students
may receive individual guidance
through the foreign student adviser’s office.
Here, foreign students are provided services to aid them in adjusting to both cultural and academic differences. Also, the office
provides liaison among students,
the colleg e. and immigration
offices.
The office serves foreign students who have personal problems
and is a clearing center for activities pertaining to the foreign
student program.

LOOKING
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The program is directed by, thr
recently created Foreign Student
Advisement Committee appointed
by Pres. John T. Wahlquist. Cochairmen of the committee are
Robert S. Martin, associate dean
of students, and Dr. Frederic
Weed. head of the Political Science
1)epartment.
Also serving on the committee
are Jorge Barriga, associate professor of civil engineering; Dr
Paul H. Betten, remedial services
co-ordinator; Thomas R. Coke, assistant professor of speech and
education; Dr. Ralph R. Cummings,
associate dean of students; David
P. Hatch, assistant professor of
art; and Dr. Richard W. Stavely,
assistant professor of political
science.
Other members are Dr. H. Brett
Melendy, head of the History Department; Dr. Philip Persky, foreign student adviser; Dr. Ward
Rasmus, director of the Speech
and Hearing Center; Dr. Cornelia
Tomes. associate dean of students;
Dr. Robert H. Woodward, head of
the English Department; Dr. Stanley C. Benz. dean of students, and
Dr. John Gilbaugh. clean of the
college.
This rommittee studies the problems related to foreign students,
INSIDE TOURDr. Philip Persky, foreign student
SJS Foreign Student Office. The foreign student
and advises on policies of admisprogram is directed by the Foreign Student
adviser, led a tour of the Inner Quad for Guinea
sion, registration, and advisement.
Advisement Committee appointed by Pres. John
students who attended San Jose State last year.
The committee also deals with
The Guinea students, as well as all foreign stuT. Wahlquist.
specific problems related to the
dents are oroyided with many services by the
foreign student program when they
arise and approves changes in the
program.
STUDENT GROUPS
The ASB has created an InterCultural Council and an InterCultural Steering Committee.
The Inter-Cultural Council Is a
student committee that co-ordinates international activities on
I imini!, hi,
campus. The Inter-Cultural Steer17 196:
,r
ing Committee is made up of repin r’,.mert
Presid..ty J,thn
resentatives of various ethnic
Witilquist read an article from t
groups on campus. It orients the
Junior College A,sociation Ne
international students so that they
which he considered appropria
may become a part of SJS.
for this occasion
..wwe
One of the events planned by
It is titled the "Joy 01 Bei
this committee is International
President."
Week. highlighted by International
If he print, a bulletin, it’s
Day, which will be held April 24
slick publication and an extra
this ear.
gance. If it
mimeographed i
On International Day students
amateurish. Ili. wonders if it’s re
don colorful costumes from many
in either raSP
countries. Various organizations
If he accepts appointments
composed of both American and
impalant national committees
foreign students set up booths on
is
tra olimt president: if no
campus and sell frxxl from their
lacks stature.
countries. Displays are placed in
If he forms a committee he ea
the show- ca.ses in the library.
make derisions: if not. he is die
Exhibited are handicrafts, books,
torial.
clothing. posters, and other a.sIf he has roll taken at the m
pects of foreign cultures.
TYPING CLASS A
typing course proved a valuable asset to
log, he’s not respecting the p
The community also participates
this young woman from Guinea. She was part of a special professionalism of the facultN: if n
in the foreign student pmgram
gram under the auspices of the State Department Agency for
they’re absent.
through the International Student
International Development held at SJS last year. Twelve of the
If he has written polirie,
Center. The Center is open to both
students came from Guinea and one from Mali to study English.
lives by the hook and mak.American and foreign students and
allowances for individual
schedules weekly programs. SomeKS.IS
DEGREES
encest if not. his decisions arr.
times the program is a social
A total of 2,369 bachelor’s deKSJS FM radio station was esvonsistent and no one knows uh
dance, a lecture, or a movie.
grees and 363 master’s degrees
is expected of him
The Center serves the foreig,m tablished at San Jose State Feb
So in benediction. ashes mash
students from San Jose State. 11. 1963. It pmvides a four-hour were awarded in the 1962-63 aca(lust tn dust. and V. hen the oh,
demic year at SJS.
Stanton! and the University of daily program which can be heard
within a radius of 30 miles.
have tried the Presitien! n’’.
Santa Clara.
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Wahlquist Quotes
JC News Article
’Presidential Joy’
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Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Every-
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progress tinder Pres. Wahlquist

Grad Program Changes
By CHARLIE JON’
at SJS has
.ttaduate enrollment
fewer than 450 slutrased from
more than 3,000 during
t& to presidency of Dr. John
:Ile12-year
increase
Wahlguist. With this
las ow expansion of curriculum
in the program.
oti changes
program began in
graduate
The
year program
106 when a fifth
teaching was
rorgeneral secondary
past
owed. It is within the
graduate program
the
that
ode
present position of
os assumed its
curricula.
ssortance in the college
degree, first
arts
of
Master
The
originally was
authorized in 1949,
who were
rericted to persons
oking or who already held teach 1955, the master of
g degrees. In
once degree without credential
and in 1958 the
as authorized,
arts degree, also
liberal master of
credential,
rithout the teaching
as authorized.
OfOURAGES DEVELOPMENT
pres. ’John T.) Wahlquist has
smuraged the development of
3or master &vote eurricula in
vas which have shown greatest
khai and progress. ’ Dr. James W.
1.,,wn. dean a ihe graduate divien stated recently.
In fact," he added, "all the
goaams have developed in his
’,77! as president."
7.t.elve years ago the eollege oft.t.: the ma.ster’s degree in 15
today. graduate students
,tudy in any of 38 depart .7’, The newest additions to the
:ft:ate pmgrani are offerings in
....It languages. economies. and
’ -911Yfft.-fer of arts degrees currently
)lered in 27 departments, styli
....ration, psychology, sociology .
tt...-h and mathematics. Eleven
- .ttients offcr master of sci’ ittgrees.
NINttlEit tiROWS
I2-year perital.
.1 graduate-level
an from 339 to

.r

more than 4fi0. The division has
found it desirable, through the continual organiz.ation of existing
courses, to keep the number of
new courses as low as possible.
Many departments not offering
graduate work little more than a
decade ago, have since instituted
programs leading to Of1P or mom
degrees.
Why this increase in the graduate pmgram?
"The reasons could be elassed
into three categories," Dr. Brown
said.
"It has become more and more
inaportant to have a master’s degree to enter into a profession,"
he explained. "Also, we are in a
valley with thousands whose college work wa.s completed several
years ago. Now they want to upgrade their abilitN and inerease
their skills Now they look to the

DR. JAMES W. BROWN
... heads grad division
st.,1)

Ilet_ats tor Ow ,q,portunity.
FISHER BILL
"The Fisher Bill" is partially resisaisiltle bat the growth, althougn
espect the 1,111k of the gromh

Spring fever is pretty common
this time of year . . .
Join in the fun: hand
z

,

someone special some
beautiful flowers.

44’

It’s one waN to bring
1
0

will lie realized in the luture. The
bill adds one more year of schooling for those going into elementary
education."
Although SJS does not have the
largest graduate enrollment nor
grant the greatest number of master’s degrees of the 18 California
state eolleges, it does grant a significantly high number of advanced
degrees in eertain fields. Some of
these fields are business, electrical
engineering, and sociology.
JOINT DO(’TORATES
Considerable work has been done
to define the role of the state
i,dlege in offering graduate work
doetorate degrees. Recently a
Joint Graduate Board, together
with appointed members from the
rniversity of California and the
California State Colleges, developed plans for a joint doctorate
ig ram.
This program was established
within it». terms of the Donahoe
Higher Education Aet of 1960,
which states that "The university
. . . may tiVI*00 With the state colleges ti, award joint doctoral degrees in selertt,,1 fields,"
"Although Ibis ) program of joint
doctorate.. j. legally possible,
practicall
it
quite difficult,"
Dr Brown rev,iled. "At the moment. no Jlepat talents appear tO be
close i/. seeking It, begin this pro-rtiti. but three or four have ext.!. s-cd interest.
t’l*TS t’OST
The act may lie instituted to
cost on instruction rather than
allow siilesiiieall development on
this Icvel in Itio state iolleges.
pro,uain. he added, will he
benoticial lt, the school than
the
to
student.
r;r;JduJite work at SJS is desk:tied
,.1I’VC. the neeris of those
,-11,, sects advanced work in many
fields. The three-fold objective is
to ,.4.1’N’t.
thOSe who wish tr)
complete requirements for an M.A.
or an NI S. degree, or 2; those
wit. want to fhtairl certification
eilher in a number ol leaching or
tttlueational fields including college
ft-oning or occupational therapy,
arid :) those who want to improve
Ote level of professional proficiency
.’eneral Nlucation.
TVPIC.U. STIVDENT
i, the typical grad student like7
According to a recent survey
conducted by the Associated Stuthe ty-pical grad student is
l.,,teen 21 and 28, works
I.
tit ictet
hours per week, and
has a (IPA
is almost 3.0.
(n the :155 students surveyed
tor this report. only 1 per cent
listed as resources of income coll....2,i, loans, commercial loans, and
stholarships.

up the temperature.

3towerJ ly leo3e Marie
(THE Campus Florist)
& Santa Clara

CY 5-4321
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CREDENTIAL PROGRAM
In the fall of 1962 a total of
6.158 students were enrolled in the
credential program at SJS.
-HEAI.TH CENTER
The Student Health Building
.vas established in 1956. It is
.laffed by 18 physicians, 10 of
them are full time. and 25 nurses,
teehnieians. and clerical personnel.

’1",,,,ISenior To Glve
Recital Today

Nesters for either Tetanus or
Road are available every FridaY1
afternoon, fmm 1 to 4, HB130.
Alice Ellsworth, senior music
Influenza and Salk polio injections
major from San Jose, Aill be preare also available.
sented in her Senior Recital by
the SJS Music Department this
Folksingers To Play afternoon at 1:30 in Concert HalL
Studying under Thorna.s Ryan,
At Civic Tomorrow professor
of music, Miss Ellsworth
The New Christy Minstrels, a will play selections by Beethoven,
kelaringing group, will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
Morrow night in the San Jose Chic
The coed ha_s performed as soAuditorium at 8:15. Tickets for the loist with the San Francisco SymPerformance may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
the SPartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the
hellos Office.
Penthsula.

IOTTIPITIP ilrfCRtS TO T10011 our
market."
Mitchell’s speech was followed
by the award giving. The Alpha
Al Sirat Award, given to the most
outstanding man and woman Business graduate vvas presented to
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
Surprising the banquet guests it
was announced that SJS was the
recipient of the five national
awards given by the Society for
Advancement
of
Management.
ThLs was the first time in the
Society’s history that one college
received all of its annual awards.

SFS-Trustees

Faculty Justifies Pehhon
EDITOR’S NOTE: This the second
e
three.ptt series exploring
%sons behind th recent faculty
use
’11;4 t Son
Foincisco Stets College.

tieing frustrated by the Trustees,
the facuhy decided this time to
take their complaint to the press.
It is on this point that the
Trustees have centered their rebuttal to the charges made by the
SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
faculty was wrong to make its
complaints public before using the
,,abeady estabfished machinery"
for airing grievances.
Last week this reporter traveled
to the SFS campus to get a tintcohancernad repoingrttheonnusfacuteeslty ch,,,PinigeT.

The uprising of the Sari Francisco State C’ollege
faculty was a
long time in the
making.
The petition requesting an
investigation of the
Trusties bY
Cloy. Edmond G.
Browri and the
State Legislature grew
out of
4E114 dissatisfaction with the
Monter in which the
Trustees are
Ilisiaistering the state colleges.
’rho Problems, however, run
%ob.
deeper than this. The
lf there is one thing a maiority
facilltY
colds a deep
sense of frustration of the faculty seems, to feel, it is
.ctg rebuffed by the Trus- that the (acuity member never
wes on several
occasions. *her could have gotten as far aa thaY

have with their complaints if they
had gone through the "already
established machinery."
Many faculty members feel that
they have tried to use this "machinery" in the past, but to no
avail.
This bottled -up frustration was
ignited by the open resignation of
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
respected men on the campus and
then dean of education.
thaThet thesiresgnelrfignaGtriontheofPetDebniUmSmiteethi
from the SFS administration cannot be allowed to remain an isokited protest.
As a result of the petition and

(Cantlevell

Pore 4)

The

Gilded Cage

Agak?
s Will Ron
w Afternoon
Maddams. Connie Morgan. Carol
Newson. Parn N,ison, Julie Tate,
Jody Kaiser, Itosie Stanton, Sue
Davies, Karen Kent. Judy HtlyPS
and driver Judy Shaw.
Starting festivities also include
a parade of 12 entries from iiing
centers. Thx, parade tiepins to the
%nem side of the football stadium.
Dee Keefe. newly erownect
Lambda C.’hi Alpha Crescent Girl,
will reign over the FWellt.
Competitors in the regular relay
events have been practicing for
weeks. The first elimination coneet Feetecl Phi’s from Al - test pits Allan Hall against Moulare Caml Hales, Sheyla der Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
1’i Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi vs.
Delta Sigma Phi. and Theta Xi vs.
PhsiiSigama a ppcao.m pmes
against
ToHost
Markham Hall, Delta Upsilon vs.
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nu vs.
Sigma Phi

Chi Omega’s relay team,
a Chi Cart -Wheelers, inm Baer. Sue Slagle, Cynberlain, Mary Ellen RichHobert, Lynn Sliarpleis.
afford, Barb Griffin, Marsseli. Mary Lou Dolinas,
o Sue Towne.
elta Gamma Anchors in.ty Gaddis. Susan Braden,
gley, Sue Slagor, Carol
:kill Penmen, Linda Ortiz.
Hafer, Karen Kilgour,
)rdan and driver Debbie

G’tu346

’11"

lvention ri,L,srini., ,visphsaig. mli, ., hnid

First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gamma. Alpha Phi VS. Chi Omega,
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Royce Hall.
Ind Nappa Kappa Gamma will
compete against the winner of the
Kappa Delta -Kappa Alpha Thtta
contest.

of-

. MARCEL VOGEL
. . . IBM visitor

Bring on the Maypole...
arta sunny, laughing days
d,,
This one
scooped at the necl,, bocdeci r
waist. Whirl of skirt, whirl of colors.
-sanbed cotton. Sizes .5- 1 5.

455 L. William, near I Oth

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

Student Council appmpriated
ah. will be the guest
it the convention banquet $2,500 to build an eleven foot
night at Lou’s Village. Spardi statue yesterday at its
a USF graduate.
,weeklY meeting in the College
"Liquid Crystals." He Uninn*
-rate his talk u:ith "vpry 1 Breakdown of cost includes
altar phot
icrographs of 1$2,000 for statue and $500 for tieto
rowth" according to the cement block on which the statue
will stand.
’ter.
Daryl Webb, sculptor. will iris the co-author of the ceive the total amount and will
uminescence of Liquids pay for the cement block and movLs and. its Practical Ap- ing expenses from this total. One
. Ile is presently work - half svill be paid immediately so he
he application of micm- may begin work, and remaining
hniques to special prob- toinoen-half vetTI he paid on crimpleh aS Illagnetie coatings
s been with IBM since
In a written statement submit-

ted to the Council. the Art Planning Commitos, noted, "While we
ACTIVITIF.S
don’t feel an artist should be asktvention begin.s with reged to justify his price with an
al 8 Friday morning, Iolitemized breakdown, we take the
a welcome to the deleinitiative to suggest that $1.000
m Dean Robert Nloore.
would be spent on actual materials
the Dii.sion of Sciences
This leaves $300 for expense of
ied Arts.
the actual casting process, and
ipril 22. PH,/ Pearl"
tan
delegates will present S500 remains for twn and a half to
?TS until noon. Field trips three months of work. or 5fX) or
.nd Paul Masson vineyards more working hours."
111111G.1111611
The papers are of major interest are scheduled for Eriday afterThe committee stated that the
to upper division, graduate stu- noon.
artist had not asked a price for
dents and faculty in science. HowSaturday’s plans include the re- his creative ability and said that
ever, all students and faculty are mainder of student papers and artists often charge $10 per hoot..
cordially invited to attend the iinally the presentation of awnrd,
presentation.s of papers in S142 in the afternoon. This will be folfrom 9 in the morning until noon lowed by a business meeting.
By LINDA SULLIVAN
Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 SatBanquet tickets are available to
The American intellectual has urday afternoon.
all students in the Chemistry Detraditionally been given to accentDr. Marcel Vogel, of IBM’s Ad- !partment, S148. The price is $1
Saturday evening students
ing the seedier, more mournful vanced Systems Development Di - land includes one of the field trips.
dance to the music of Del Courtside of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges,
ney and his band in San Francisassociate professor of sociology,
co’s St. Francis Hotel.
said yesterday to an ove rf low
, The occasion is "Southern Serettcrowd at the Book Talk.
ride." this year’s spring formal. ’rhe
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday aftdance, sponsored by the Social Afernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
t’ airs Committee. is financed
Rooms A and B on sociologist Danthrough student funds. appropriiel Bell’s book "The End of Ideated by Student Council.
ology." ry,. Hodges said Bell feels
It is because of student financthe concepts of mass society, mass
ing, Committee Chairman Bruce
culture, existentialism, conformity,
MacDonald revealed. that no adand alienation prevalent in the
mission will he charged for the
interests of modern intellectuals
dance. Bids are available in front
are not quite real.
of Spartan Bnokstore and in the
Behind the theory of social disStudent Affairs Business Office,
organization are romantic, unreal131.
istic notkms of the pits’. ’There Ls
Courtney’s original hand was
a lack of history-mindednes.s and
.formed when the music master
issues are too readily pigeon-holed,
was a stlident at the University of
said Dr. }lodges. He said Bell feebt
.California.
that social critics are not taking
Fee t ured entertainment a t
into account man’s flexibility. Ton
1"Southern Serenade" will be Dick
many make the mistake of SWIMH3txtot’s Trio, a folksinging grrtilP
ing the past WW1 more stable than
from Southern California.
the present.
’The most salient fact. of life
is its commitment to change." he
said. Bell believes that the indiPaul Horn, jazz flutist, will be
virhmi has more freedom than he
presented in concert tomorrow
has ever had.
night in the Men’s Gym at R:15.
What Bell feels is the real probHot% and Fes Quintet will aplem facing society, according to
PSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall, left, a member of
pear after the SJS Studio Band
Dr. Hodges, is the Incapacity of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge’t student body
has performed
social =ler to satisfy demands
card, in erchange for bid for the spring formal. The donee,
’Tickets may he obtained at the
for social change.
Saturday at the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.
I khident Affairs ilominea3 Offieo.

Open Until 8:30 Thursdays
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Courtney’s Music
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WIN!
A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
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ATTENTION KNITTERS!
A SENSATIONAL NEW

IMPORTED
MOHAIR

010&=1.-

BEAUTIFUL NEW COLORS
Only

A Ball

ALL OTHER YARNS AT MONEY-SAVING PRICES
4-Ply Knitting Worsted
per OZ. 30c
Nylana Germantown
per OZ. 35c
Nylana Bulky
per OZ. 35c
Shetland and Wool
per OZ. 35c
Orlon
per OZ. 40c
Taslon Orlon
per OZ. 50c
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LOOKING
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Color
or Black
and White

% Sturgeon
Ramsey Studio

412 Town & Country Village

First St

Open Daily
10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

A complete
seiection of
Crames and albums

Gifts

Luggage Leather Goods

WIN!
Largest

r

COMPLETE SELECTION OF SWEATER KITS

MANN
HAUS

TH
Thru 1

SAN FRANCISCO
560 Alabama Street
Open Daily II:30.S P.M. (Closed Sat.)

YARN
rijrri3O

SA11 JOSE
319 Town A Country Village
Open Deily 9:30-5:30 P.M.
(Thurs. nd Fri. Nites 7-9 P.M.)

PALO ALTO
15 Town & Country Villsg
Open Deily 9:30 - 5:30 P.M.
(Thurs. Nit* 7-9 P.M.)
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Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.
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STEAL THE SCENE

anrunince the niwning
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their
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lingerie

for spring and summer

srefigm

Sportswear
the

lingerie for thy,
GLOVES II)

young

for
modern

630 Town Si

clinic 3
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vital inherents that
Flair, fit, show three
make all the difference when a man wears a
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Senior To Give
Recital Today

Small pox vaccinations Mill
hosiers for either Tetanus or Tyilistad are available every Friday
Ifternoon from 1 to 4 HBI30.
Alice Ellsworth, senior music
batenza and Salk polio injections
major from San Jose, will be preIre also available.
sented in her Senior Recital by
the SJS Music Department this
afternoon at 1:30 in Concert HalL
Studying under Thoma.s Ryan,
professor of music, Miss Ellsworth
The NeW Christy Minstrels, a will play selections by Beethoven,
leiksinging group, will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
morrow night in the San Jose Civic
The coed has performed as 80Audnoriiim at 8:15. Tickets for the loist with the San Francisco SymPetformance may he obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
The SPartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the
IV Box Office.
Penin.sula.

Folksingers To Play
Af Civic Tomorrow

sham foreign retorts to noon nur
market."
Mitchell’s speech was followed
hy the award giving. The Alpha
Al Sirat Award. given to the most
outstartding man and woman Business graduate wns presented to
Gary Sharp rind Barbara Woodson.
Surprising the banquet

guests it

was announced that SJS was the
recipient

of

the

five

national

awards given by the Society for
Advancement
This wa.s

of

the first

Management.
time

in

the

Society’s history that one college
received all of its annual awards.

SFSTrustees

Faculty Justifies Petition
EDITOR’S NOTE: This
the second heing frustrated by the Trustees,
elide in
three.part series exploring the faculty decided this time to
%sons behind the recent faculty up
- , take their complaint to the press.
e Sn Francisco State Collg.
It is on this point that the
reThe uprising of the
San Francis - 1Trustees have centered their
6) State College
faculty WaS a , but tal to the charges made by the
kaR time in the
I SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
making.
The petition requesting an in- !faculty was wrong to make its
before using the
tistigation of
the Trustees hY complaints public
machinery"
Gay. ITilmiirgl
G. Brown and the "already established
grievances.
Stale Legislature grew
out of for airing
fleully dissatisfaction
lest week this reporter traveler’
with the
"Winer In which
the Trustees arc to the SFS campus to get a firstfkinistering the
hand report on faculty opinion
state colleges.
charges.
The Problems, however,
run concerning the. Trustees’
fraleh,
(le"Per than this. The faculty
If there is one thhig a malority
oRts a deep
sense of frustration
the faculty seems, to feel, it is
litor being rebuffed by the Trus- of
that the facutty member never
tee: on several
occasions. Atter could have gotten as far Si OW

have with their complaints if they
had gone through the "already
established machinery."
Many faculty members feel that
they have tried to use thts "machinery" in the past, but to no
avail.
This bottled -up frustration was
ignited by the open resignation of
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
respected men on the campus and
then dean of education.
The signers of the petition feel
that the resignation of Dean Smith
from the SFS administration cannot he allowed to remain an isolated protest.
As a result of the petition and
(Continued on Page 4)
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Nla cid ms. Conn ie Moreari Carol
Newson. Pam Nelson, Julie Tate,
Jody Kaiser, Rosie Stanton, Sale
litiVieS, Karen Kent, Judy Hayes
and driver Judy Shaw.
Starting festiities also include
a parade of 12 entries from living
centers. The parade begins at the
wpm side of the football stadium.
crowned
newly
lire
Keefe,
Lamigla Chi Alpha Crescent Girl,
will reign over the event.
Competitors in the regular relay
events have heen practicing for
weeks. The first elimination contest pits Allan Hall against Moulder Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi vs.
Delta Sigrna Phi. and Theta Xi vs.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
against
competes
Sigma
Pi
Markham Hall. Delta L’psilon vs.
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nu vs.
Sigma Alpha ’Mu. anti Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi.
First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gamma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega.
Gamma Phi Beta vs. P,oyce Hall.
.ital Kappa Kappa Gamma will
campete against the winner of the
Kiippa Delta-Kaprot. Alpha Tht.t a
contest.

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

Council appropriated
Student
eh, will he the guest
it the convention banquet $2,500 to build an eleven foot
night at Lou’s Village. Spardi statue yesterday at its
weekly meeting in the College
a USF graduate. will
Enion.
"Liquid Crystals." He
irate his talk with "very ! Breakdown of cost imitates
fOr
152.000 for statue and
allor photomicrographs of
cement block on which the statue
mwth" according to the
will stand.
’ter.
Daryl Webb. sculptor, will reis the co-author of thr
eeiVe the total amount and will
aminescence of Liquids
pay for the cement block and movLs and its Practical Aping expenses from thls total. One
." Ile is presently work - half vvill be paid immediately so he
he application of micro. may begin work. and remainins;
hniques to special prob. one-half wfTl tie paid on compleh as magnetie coatings. I ion.
s teen with IB:11 since
In a written statement submitted to the Council. the Art Planning Committee noted. -While we
4.:NTION At’TIVITIES
don’t feel an artist shoiild be askivention begins with reged to justify his price with an
al R Friday morning, folitemized breakdown. we take the
a welcome to the deleinitiative to suegest that S1000
in Dean Robert Moore,
would be spent on actual materials
the Diision of Sciences
This leaves $500 for expense of
ied Arts.
the actual castine process. and
deleerites will present S500 remains tor twn and a halt to
1TS until noon. Field trip:: three months of work. or 500 or
..nd Paul Masson vineyants more working hours."
are schethiled for Friday afterThe committee stated that the
noon.
artist had not asked a price for
Saturdas!’s plans include the re - his ereative ability and said that
mainder of student papers and artists , ’,al charge 510 per hour.
tinally the presentation of awardin the afternoon. This will be followed by a business meeting.

1. -The P.--mers"--a’re---of-mrijor interest I
to upper division, graduate students and faculty in science. However, all students and faculty are
cordially invited to attend the
presentations of papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
Bs. LINDA St’LLIVAN
!Friday. and from 9 a.m. to 3 SatBanquet tickets are ai.ailable to
rd ay aft ernoon.
The American intellectual has
all students in the Chemistry Detraditionally been given to accentnt*. Marcel Vogel, of IBM’s Arl- ,partment, Sl4R. The price is St
%kin
S.thncli* e\
ing the seedier. more mourriful vanced Systems Developtnem Di- and includes one of the field trips.
dance to the music of Del Courtside of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges,
ney and his band in San Francisassociate professor of sociologs.,
co’s St. Francis Hotel.
said yesterday to an overflow
The occasion is "Southern Serencrowd at the Floc* Talk.
ade." this year’s spring formal. ’rhe
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday aftdance, sponsored by the Social A: 12:30 in Cafeteria
ernoon at
fairs Committee, is financed
Rooms A and B nn sociologist Dan, I through student funds. appropriiel Bell’s hook "The End of Ide, ated hy Student Council
ology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels
It is because of student financthe concepts of mass society, ma.ss
ing. Committee Chairman Bruce
culture, (sxistentialism, conforrniiy.
MacDonald revealed. that no adand alienation prevalent in the
mission will tx. charged for the
Interests of modern intellectuals
dance. Bids are available in front
are not quite real.
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Behind the theory of social disStudent Affairs Business Office.
organization are romantic. unrealittlie notions of the past. There is
Courtney’s original band was
a lack of history-mirviedtwiss and
f..rmed when the miene master
issues are too readily pigeon -holed,
&
, as a student at the University of
said Dr. lIralges. He said lied feels
. ’a I ifornia.
that social critics are not taking
Feat it r ed entertainment at
into accolint man’s flexibility. Ton
"Southern Serenade"
he Dick
many make the mistake of assumOstotat Trio. a folksinging group
ing the past was more stable than
from Southern California.
the present.
salient
fart
life
of
’The most
Is its commitment to change," he
saki. Bell believes t.hat the indiPahl Horn. jazz flutist. will he
vidiral has more freedom than he
presented in roncery toraurivai.
has ever had.
night in the Men’s Gyrn
R15
What Bell feels is the real !IrishHoen and his Quintet will ap
PSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall, left, a member of
leni faring society, accravling to
pear after the SJS Studio Band
Tar. Hodges, is the incapacity of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge’s student body
htFIR Performed
card, in orchange for bid for the spring formal. The dance,
social order to satisfy demands
he obtainer! at thl.
Tickets
Saturday at the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.
for social change.
Student Affairs nosiness rhea,

Accents Bad,’
Hodges Says

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music

Flutist in Concert

Humanities Program Celebrates Tenth Yea
By KAREN CHRISTIANSEN
At the first meeting in the Men’s
Faculty Club Building. the Humanities Pmgram began in 1954
as an experimental general education course.
That first year 119 students enrolled and were instructed by the
four initiators of the program:
Prof. Elmo Robinson. then head of

the phil,,s,iphj, department. Dr
Richard Tansey of the art department: Dr Dean Cresap of the political science department; and Dr
O. C Williams. professor of Erglish.
After the first year. a committee
from the Testing Office ran a test
to determine results of this integrated program. The test results

Step Smartly
Through Spring . . .
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X

WIN!
A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

Perry;:s
185 South ist
Komi: 286-4680

WIN!

indicated a success in t he program and were used to get the
course accepted as a regular part
of the college curriculum.
TENTH ANNIVERSARY
Now celebrating its tenth anniversary. the Humanities Pmgram
has expanded to an enmIlment of
approximately 650 students, including upper division students
completing minors in Humanities.
The faculty of four instructors has
grown to 25 fmm various departments in the Division of Humanities and Arts. Coordinator is one
of the initiators. Dr. Williams.
The two-year sequence, Humanities lAB and 2AB, is a general
education honors course open to
students who place in the upper
quarter of the entering freshman
class on the basis of the A.C.T.
tests.
After qualifying for the program
however. students must volunteer
to enmill in the course, thus assuring interested and enthusiastic
students.
Classes meet five times a week,
tvvice in large gmups for lecture
and three times in small groups
for discussions, writing, and examinations.
TEACHING STAFF
The teaching staff is rikided into
teams of four or five instructors
representing areas of literature.
social science, philosophy, and art.
Instructors am rotated each
semester, so that by the end of
the two years, each student has
been exposed to four different di, -

This course attempts
to de
with such significant
conternoora
issues as the population
explosi,
and its effects on conternpora
society, moral decisions
in t
area of big business.
Students completing a minor
Humanities find challenging
t
Special Studies course,
Hamann
180. A topic is chosen
which
lates to many of the areas
alreac
studied and a thomugh and r,ri
ical study of the topic is
What started out as an urine
mental course 10 years expo
ago h
pmved itself and been accepted
an integral part of the
regul
curriculum of the college

1

ay lx
On MaY l’ 11
:,rnerness.esisose.iobenorstnstti i i.j,
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yiedre. i iN,I.tlitglicoreijeiniAnagugut.hdd,aiuit.tn,poot

Atte
.V::e dhl tleyuoincai snatt hgt. ee. dtdi nen:,
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ariiiiind’n tihnat et I le;ti ’i
ME
"At a time i
conicelt l
tet’; lilie 4riap6ceti zai eorinPtardoi
objectives ,
iiithataeleiondi ireegieribeeal It

Is:iandiness.ciutzhedeiinrn.dPtmsthreheaeistin’. ;),
the engineer, th
ereesenedarteo at hs se,
coordinator of the Humanities Progr

DR. O. C. WILLIAMS

’’’’edS.hc’ereaankdditivig.tdiaesi

t

.

Largest

cussion leaders.
The purpose of the Humanities
course is to present the student
with an integrated survey of western civilization from its beginnings
to present. The course is presented
as essentially a history of ideas.
One of the primary* goals of the
course is to reveal the fundamental
unity and continuity underlying in
the apparent diversity of western
civilization.
In addition to this two-year sequence, students wishing to minor
in Humanities may select fmm several upper division courses. The
most popular has been the three unit Humanities 160, Contemporary I,sues.
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In Inaugural

wahlquist Sets Standards
CFOS
By VON
aIng
on May 1, 1953,
its way from the
vcesSian Mlle
campus to the
Jose State
isle Auditorium students. (acid.
3,500
More than
local citizens fill!, members and
to hear the 114W
auditorium
the
.
Dr. John T.
liege president.
inaugural
avilquist. deliver his
Aires,
pn.sident spoke,
When the new
a philosophy of eduadvocated
ne
both vocation anon that entailedcurriculums.
intellectual
aid
OBJECTIVES
when some critics
’At a time
down the land
ne going up and
courses" in
Oaring "trisial
he said, "1
snerican education,"
defending
ologize to no one for
oapational competency as one of
bjectives of a state college.
The long-time educator urged
should besat college training
in both %swarealistic,
more
sae
ps’ and liberal terms.
"Shocking as it may sound, em libwind Pres. Wah!mast, "the
? minds in America are often
aind in the vocations of life; the
maws the jurist. the architect,
kengineer. the teacher yes, the
loess man and the banker.
lee are the men who have
earned to associate what they
to read to the problems at
snd and who are compelled to

search tor answers to new problems every day "
fr:OITATOlt
In his inaugural speech, Pres.
Wahlquist said that he disagreed
with the idea that sse should try
to educate only the select few.
"Because a young man decides
to prepare himself for a pnifession
or vocation, are we to deny. him
liberal education, designed to make
him a free man?" asked Dr. Wahlquist.
He added that it seems farfetched to maintain that interests
connected with making a living
and doing the world’s work are
only material and, hence, intrinsically lower than those so-called
spiritual pursuits connected with
the enjoyment of time released
from labor.
"My plea," said Dr. Wahlquist,
"is that WP do not take sides in
the controversy as to whether our
colleges should be either vocational or intellectual, practical or cultural. It is not an either-or proposition. In my opinion, the colleges
mu.,1 he both.
OBLIGATIONS
At this point in his address. Dr.
Wahlquist took up another obligation of the state colleges according
to the Education Code. preparing
young people for responsible citizenship. Ile described this as "un-

PAT Tzit

Again?

:s Will Roll
w Afternoon

douhtectly our greatest challenge."
He dirreited his remarks toward
rising threat of communism.
"The most powerful bulwark
against communism in America
education," he said, "the propei
kind of celucation."
"I hold no brief for college professors who are communists," he
ad ded. "Perhaps uriconsciousl
they have given up all that American.s hold dear: their allegiance is
elsewhere and their masters, let US
not forget, believe in a vvorld of
revolution. Such professors are to
be distrusted. Thry are instruments of propaganda for foreign
ideologies."
CONFLICTING VIEWS
Dr. Wahlquist explained that he
did not oppose the idea that students should examine conflicting
views.
"The student," he explained "is
fairly easy game for the seasoned
professor, and it is so easy for the
teacher to neglect or deride the
views of others."
The new college president SUMmed up his education philosophy
this way near the end of his address; "Traditionally, college men
and women were set apart in the
communities in which the institutions were located, it was believer!
that students were best educated
by being withdrawn from the
worldly pursuits of man. Obviously. such a viewpoint is inconsistent
with our theme. I believe we are
educated by what we think, what
we feel, and what we do, we cannot he educated in a vacuum ’

\I

Chi Omega’s relay team,
la C’hi Cart -wheelers. inirn Baer. Sue Slagle. Cyniberlain. Mary Ellen Rich t Hobert. Lynn Sharpless.
tafford. Barb Griffin, :MarNlary Lou Dolinas,
er Sue Dos ne.
>Pita Gamma Anchors intty Gaddis. StISR/I Braden,
igley, Sue Slagor. Carol
Gail Penmen, Linda Ortiz.
Hafer. Karen Kilgniir,
ordan and driver Debbie
iod.
leet Feeteti Phi’s from Al are Carol Hales, Sheyla
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ASB Government --Changes, Growth
tt ()Minimal Isom page 5)
served a useful purpose. Ciiiiiicc!
representatives said.

Elections
oo
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UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
I4I5 SOUTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE
1680 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA
3150 EL CAMINO REAL, PALO ALTO
101 LL CAMINO REAL, MILLBRAE

Our time machine takes us to
the polls where we cast our votes.
then speeds us to 1955 and to the
polls again. The first time
voted only for ASG executive officers and members from our class
to the council. The second time,
since it was fall, we voted for only
one council representative from
class. In 1955 SJS went off the
quarter system. For the new semester system a revised constitution provided for elections to be
held twice yearly, spring and fall.
One of each two class representatives was elected at that time. But
this proved inefficient for the newly-elected representatives could
never seem to quite catch up with
history on problems and a continual orientation session hampered
progress.
PRESENT
Glancing to the present. we see
that all ASB anti AWS officers are
elected in the spring for the following year. This way all council
members are new together, trained
together, and veork together.

MARCEL VOGEL
IBM visitor

Senior To Give
Recital Today

MIMS foretell coons to flood our
market."
Mitchell’s speech was followed
by the award eking. The Alpha
AI Sirat Award. given to the most
outstanding man and woman Business g,raduate was presented to
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
Surprising the banquet gues-ts it
was announced that SJS was the
recipient of the five national
awards given by the Society for
Management.
Advancement
of
This was the first time in the
Society’s history that one college
received all of its annual awards.

SFS-Trustees

Faculty Justifies Petition
EDITOR’S NOTE: This it the second
of in threepart terms explon.ng
trZtograebseahnindrr.thneci,nee:eitef:71toTi.uqp.-.
The uprising of the San Francistt State College
faculty was a
lollg time in the making.
e petition requesting an
inwitigation of the Trustees
by
Cos’. Edmund G. Brown and the
Stale Legislature
grew out of
faculty dissatisfaction
with the
Mariner in which
the Trustees are
Idroinisterine the slate colleges.
The problems, however, lain
,Wieh 6cePer than this. The faculty
’ttis a deep sense
of frustration
II* being rebuffed by
the Trustles on several
occasions. After

being frustrated by the Trustees,
the faculty decirkA this time to
take their complaint to the press.
It is on this point that the
Trustees have centered their retO the charges made by the
SFS faculty. The Trustee; feel the
faculty WAS wrong to make its
complaints public before using the
"already established machinery"
for airing grievances.
Dast week this reporter traveted
to the SFS campus to get a firsthand report on faculty opinion
concerning the Trustees’ charges.
If there is one thing a majority
of the fricu7:ty seems, to feel, it ia
that the facuhy member never
could have gotten as far as they

have with their complaints if they
had gone through the "already
established machinery "
Many faculty members feel that
they have tried to use thts "machinery" in the past, but to no
avail.
This hottled-up frustration was
ignited by the open resignation of
Roix.rt R. Smith, one of the most
respected men on the carnpus and
then dean of education.
The signers of the petition feel
that the resignation of Dean Smith
from the SFS administration cannot be allowed to remain an isolated protest.
As a result of the petition and
(Continued on Psre 4)

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

Student Council appropriated
,ab, %sill be the guest
at the convention banquet $2,500 to build an eleven foot
? night at Lou’s Village. Spardi statue yesterday. at its
a USF graduate. will weekly meeting in the College
n "Liquid Crystals." He Cnion.
Breakdown of cost includes
trate his talk with "very
color photomicrographs of 1$2,000 for statue and $500 for tile
smwth" according to the cement block on which the statue
will stand.
’ter.
Daryl Webb. sculptor. will reLs the co-author of the ceive the total amount and will
Aiminescence of Liquids pay for the cement block and movds and its Practical Art- ing expenses from this total. One
a" He is presently work - half will be paid immediately so he
he application of micro- may begin work, and remaining
shniques to special prob. one-half will be paid on compleas magnetie coatings. I ion.
is been with IB51 since
In a written statement submit-
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Small pox vaccinations and I
testers for either Tetanus or Tytiloid are available every Friday
afternoon from 1 to 4 HB130.
Alice Ellsworth. senior music
Influenza and Salk polio injections
major from San Jose, v.-ill be pre are aho available.
I &elated in her Senior Recital by
’ the SJS Music Department this
Folksingers To Play ’afternoon at 1:30 in Concert Hall.
Studying under Thomas Ryan,
At Civic Tomorrow professor
of music, Miss Ellsworth
The Nevi. Christy Minstrels, a will play selections by Beethoven,
folksineine group, will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
terms. night in the San Jose Civic
The coed has performed as soAuditoriiim at 8:15. Tickets for the loist with the San Francisco SyanRmlormance may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
SPartan Music CD. or the San several youth symphonies on the
Jose I3ox Office.
Penin.sula.

Macklams. Connie Morgan. CR7DI
Newson. Pam Nelson, Julie ’fate,
Jody Kaiser. Rosie Stanton. Sue
Davies, Karen KPIlt Judy Hayes
rind driver Judy Shaw.
Starting festisities also include
a parade of 12 entries from living
centers. The parade begins at the
west side of the football stadium.
Dee Keefe. newly crawned
Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl,
will reign over the event.
Competitors in the regular relay
events have been practicing for
weeks. The first elimination contest pits Allan Hall against Moulder Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha. Theta Chi vs.
! telta Sigma Phi. and Theta Xi vs.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
Sigma Pi competes against
Markham Hall. Delta Upsilon ss
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nli
Sigma Alpha Mu. and Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi.
First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gamma, Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega,
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Royce Hall.
:,;,t Kappa Kappa Gamma will
compete against the winner (if the
Kappa Delta-Kaptsi Alpha Theta

l’ructocA

..’..’. Pe,/

ENTION ACTIVITIES
nvention begin.s with regal
Friday morning, fola welcome to the deleim Dean P,ohert Moore,
the Division of Sciences
lied Arts.
//
t delezates will present
eta; until rexan. Field trips
and Paul Masson vineyards
are scheduled for Friday afternoon.
Saturday’s plans include the remainder of student papers and
finally the presentation of award in the afternoon. This will he fol.
10Wed by a business meeting
Banquet tickets are asailable
all students in the Chemistry. Department. S148.. The price is $4
and includes one of the field trips.

The papers are of major interest
to upper division, graduate students and faculty in science. However, all students and faculty are
!cordially invited to attend the
presentations of papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
Friday, and from 9 ram. to 3 Sat By EMI/A SI’Ll.IVAN
The American intellectual has urclay afternoon.
traditionally been given to accentnr. 5Iarcel Vogel, of IBM’s Acting the seedier, more mournful vanced Systems Development I)iside of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges,
associate professor of sociology.,
said yesterday to an overflow
crossal at the Book Talk.
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday afternoon al 12:30 in Cafeteria
Rooms A and B on sociologist Daniel Bell’s book "The End of Ideology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels
the eoncepts of mass society, masa
eultore, existentialism, conformity,
and alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectuals
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social disarganization are romantic. unrealLstic notions of the past. Them Ls
a lack of history -mindedness and
issues are too readily pigeon -holed,
said Dr. Hodges. He said Bell feels
that social critics are not taking
into accoont man’s flexibility. Ton
many make the mistake of assuming the past %%AS tnore stable than
t.he present.
-The most salient fact of life
at!’"
Ls its commitment to change," he
said. Bell believes that the
victual has mom freedom than he
sae* **’
has ever had.
bv
v
What Bell reels is the real DrollPSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall, left, a member of
lem facing society, according to
11r. Hodges, is the incapacity of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge’s student body
card, in exchange I or
social order to satisfy demands
bid for the spring formal. The &once,
Saturday at the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.
for social change.

Accents Bo d ’
Hodges Says

ted to the Council. the Art Planning Committee noted, -While we
don’t feel an artist should be asked to naffs" his price with an
itemized breakdown. we take the
initiative to suggest that $1.000
would be spent on actual materials
This leaves $500 tor expense of
the actual casting proces.s. and
S500 remains tor two and a half to
three months of work. or 500 or
more working hours."
The committee stated that the
artist had not asked a price for
his creative ability and said that
.o.tists often ..!iarge $10 per hour.

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music
Saturday. evening students will
dance to the music of Del Courtney and his band in San Francisco’s St. Francis Hotel.
The occasion is "Southern Serenade." this year’s spring formal. "rhe
dance, sponsored lis. the Social
irs Committee. is financed
through student funds. appropri, ated by Student Council
it is because of student financing. Committee Chairman Bruce
MacDonald revealed, t hat no admission will he charged for the
dance. Bids are available in front
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Office.
BI.
Courtney’s original hand vials
formed when the musk. master
was a student at the University of
Ca lifornia.
Feat ured entertainment at
"Southern Serenade" will he Dick
Oxtot’s Trio, a fnlksinging erralP
from Southern California

Flutist in Concert
I’aul Ifornjazi flutist, will he
in concert tonserisos
night in the IVfen’s Gyrn ;it 13.15
Horn and hss Quintet will ajipear after the S.IS Studio Brand
has performed
’rickets may be obtainer! at the
Student Affairs Business Oftire.

presenter,
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TO
Fantastic
Growt1
New Structures Show
it,

By MM. LEON.%111)

of the San Joist.
building program
12 eiirs. indicates
campus area and
grown at a phe-

An appraisal
State College
during the last
that Sparta’s
facilities have
nomenal rate.
As a matter of fact, SJS has
grown faster than thit national
average.
OnIN 12 years ago, the campus
had only. nine permanent buildings. Today, the 33 buildings he
sites provide more
valet! on
than seven times the floor space
S.IS in 1952 Thi,
availalth
!h., "I million
anmunis
square feet, the equivalent tit 2,000
aVIITilV4’ American homes.

3

10.:(’EXT 81-11.111INGS

1CHRISTY

Since 1952. many buildings have
been added These inelink Centennial 11,11 Sp:H.1,n Bookstore. Cafeteria. six residence hall-. the
Speech and Drama Tluilding the
Engineering Bit ildin v. the Art
BuiMgr.:. the Industrial .\ rts Building. the Fartilt (Mire Building.
the music Buildinv.. the PF.P,
iinil the multi -story parking
_:trave to name lad a few.
tither improvements and expan,jon include rerntideling jobs on the
Journalism and Advertising Build and the Library.

WIN!
A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PrIOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

PIANT (’OSTS

LOOKING UPEverything’s looking up af SJS,
in construction, that is. This is how the parking
garage looked late spring 1962, all steel beams
and deep foundation. The garage now provides
for 2,500 cars daily, for students, faculty and

WIN!
Largest

employees. It is open 24 hours a day, and is
patrolled after midnight. During the day, a se curity officer is on duty at the tollgate from
8:00 to 4:00 to ease traffic entering the facility.

In monetar terms. investments
in the S.1S physteal plant was set
al about $5 million In 12 years.
more
10
ta I’M
that igure 11:1,
than $90 million.

to in

id’ the t’itlifornii,
colleges. Sils now ls
au’
est institution of higher27," .
in the nation SiS
grtivving
F1.1’110: pi,Axs
Fut u

eiimst neigh
plans
Building
tent. renils in the
ennatrul
%%ill he located
ti
t,, the pdrIsind
garage.
Slated f.a. d,:iiriletitin
in All
of 19115, Ili, $2,S160-squarc.f
$2.09 milh,41 Inieture
will be
new hoot, ttl the Mathematics
,
AFI(.0T(’ and ATIOTCflep’’
mews. as well as various
istrative and faculty ofneft.arir,
Two other structures
schedi
to grace the Spartan campus
be the Tlesidenee
Cafeti
to lie lovated on San Carlos
StI
between Eight and Ninth
SITS
and Seienre Buildint’ No, 2. sell
Building Nii 2. a seven
-story sp
ture, will tie located west
of
rkirr
will face
S;11 Ader Soo- 1 :111,1 straddle
0
t-;tt.e.o

elude

STUDEN’t 1’10

Ndipindl Defens,
gtient
totaled $279,0(10 in 1962 and
000
allotted in the United §
dent Aid Program The moneys!
obtained through efforts of
officers of ASTI, who pledged toy
student money for loans hy

Selection

We don’t have:

Open Daily
10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

LOOKING
FOR i
134

FOREIGN CARS

SURFBOARDS

PINK ELEPHANTS

. . . but lie are continualh adding other student necessities
to our stock. We base the lar,o-est selection of texts and paperbacks in San Jose. a complete trt department. and assorted
college novelties. come in and see for yourself.
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Prrformance
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lase Box Oft

10 BIG DAYS

SFS.Tr

THURSDAY APRIL
30 thru
SATURDAY MAY 9

"Designed with the college girl in mind"
Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.

tOTTAGE tASUALS
438 E. William

297-6725

4, ’!

518 So. 10th St.
Phone 295-5502

6 p.m. -- Op.n Thurs. N.ght till
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The uprisii
co State
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GOV. DIM!
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Newest on Campus

it spent many years during the
1930, in the basement of the Biology building and, until last year.
was deposited in insinset huts at
Sixth and San Carlos strsets.

The city of San Jose has given
SJS a 50-year lease on the airport
property with a 50-year extension
option. aremaling to Prof, Leonard
"We have five acres of space here

and a lot
root,
tuturr
development in the vvhole
"
The building. the newest
earnous. was dialleated April 1,

Again?

Will Roll
w Afternoon
:S

Miaidams. Connie :Morgan, Carol
NeWSOn. Parn Nelson, Julie Tate.
Jody Kaiser. Rosie Stanton. sue
Davies, Karen Kent Judy Hayes
and driver Judy Shaw.
Starting festnities also include
a parade of 12 entries from living
centres. The parade begins at the
west side of the foothall stadium.
Dee Keefe. netivly crowned
Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl,
will reign over the event.
C’ompetitors in the regular relay
events have been practicing for
weeks. The hist elimination conleet Feeted Phi’s from Al - test pits Allan Hall against Moulare Carol Hales, Sheyla der Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha. Theta Chi vs.
Delta Sigma Phi. and Theta Xi vs.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
Signia Pi COMpeteS against
Nlarkham Hall, Delta Upsilon vs
Alpha Tall Omega Siana Nu vs.
Alpha Mu. and Sigma Phi
.psilon vs. Sigma Chi.
First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gamma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega,
Gamma Phi Beta vs Royce 11:111,
. I Kappa Kappa f.lamma will
lrlIPete re-1;1111st the winner of the
,l.appa Delta -Kappa Alpha Theta

Chi Otnegres relay team,
la Chi Cart -wheelers, inim Baer. Sue Slagle, Cyniberlain. Mary Ellen Rich t Hobert. Lynn Sharpless,
tafford. Barb Griffin, Ma I.isseli. Mary Lou Donnas.
er Sue Towne,
*Ira Gamma Anchors Maly Gaddis. SilSan Braden.
igley. Sue Slagor. Carol
Gail Penmen, Liricia Ortiz,
Hafer, Karen Kilgour,
ordan and driver Debbie

To Host
rivention

eOntest

.. MARCEL VOGEL
IBM v,s,tor

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS
3059 STI.s

1:tti t

DIAL 294-4200

’211-677.2
fp.

Smali pox vaccinations and I
boosters for either Tetanus or Ty inlaid are available every Friday
afternoon. fmm 1 to 4. HBI30.
Alice Ellsworth, senior music
Influenza and Salk polio injections
major from San Jose, %ill be preare also available.
sented in her Senior Recital by
the SJS Music Department this
Folksingers To Play afternoon at 1:30 in Concert Hall.
Studying under Thonia.s Ryan,
At Civic Tomorrow professor
of music, Miss Ellsworth
The New Christy Nlinstrels,
will play selection.s by Beethoven,
tobainging group, will appear to-I Bartok and Liszt.
tnormvi. night in the San Jose Civic
The coed has performed as soAuditorium at 8:15. Tickets for the. loist with the San Francisco SymPerformance may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
the Spartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the
Jute Box Office.
Peninsula.
.

Senior To Give
Recital Today

Mown toreign germs to flood ow
market."
Mitchell’s speech was followed
by the award giving. The Alpha
AI Sisal Award, given to the most
outstanding man and woman Business graduate WAS presented to
Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
Surprising the banquet guests it
was announced that SJS was the
recipient of the five national
awards given by the Society for
of
Management.
Advancement
This wa.s the first time in the
Society’s history that one college
received all of its annual awards.

SFS-Trustees

Faculty Justifies Petihon
EDITOR’S NOTE:
second
snide in threepartThis is fheexploring
series
’tfsons behind the recent faculty
de.
te Si 5111,1 Frncisco State College.

being frustrated by the Trustees,
the faculty decided this time to
take their compinint to the press.
It is on this point that the
The uprising of the San Francis- Trustees have centered their reco State f’ollege
faculty was a buttal to the charges made by the
IMIR time in the making.
SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
The Petition requesting an in- faculty WAS wrong to make its
public before using the
Sensation of the Trustees
by complaints
Gov. Edmund G. Brown
"already established machinery"
and
the
State Legislature
grievances.
grew out of for airing
41144 dissatisfaction with the
bast week this reporter traveled
Natal in vvhich
the Trustees arc to the SFS campus to get a firstOro nistering the state
hand report on faculty opinion
colleges.
The problems.
however, run concerning the Trustees’ charges.
rt",
fie"Per than this. The faculty , If there Is one thing a majority
leis a deep sense
of frustration of the faculty seems, to feel. it is
’her being rebuffed by the Trus-r
that the facuity member never
tees 011
SeVeril I occasions. After’ could have gotten as far as they

hove with their complaints if they
had gone through the "already
established machinery."
Many faculty members feel that
they have tried to use thts "machinex-y" in the past, but to no
avail.
This hottled-up frustration was
ignited by the opon resignation of
Robert R. Smit:h, one of the most
respected men on the campus and
then dean of education.
The signers of the petition feel
that the resignation of Dean Smith
fnan the SFS administration cannot he allowed to remain an isolated protest.
As a result of the petition and
(Continued on Page 4)
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Student Council appropriated
sab. will he the gue,t
at the convention banquet $2,5"00 to build an eleven foot
v night at Lou’s Village. Spardi statue yesterday at its
a USF graduate. will ,vveekly meeting in the College
n "Liquid Crystals." He Union.
Breakdown of cos t ineliales
srate his talk with "very
color photomicrographs of l$2,000 for statue arid $500 for than
statue
srowth" according to the cement block on which the
will stand.
pter.
Daryl Webb. sculptor, will reis the co-author of the ceive the total amount and will
siminescence of Liquids pay for the cement block and movcis and its Practical An- ing expenses frorn this total. One
s." He is presently work - half will be paid immediately so he
the applicatinn nf micro- may begin work, and remaining
chniques to special prob. one-half will he paid on crimple.
:II as magnetie coatings. t ion.
Is been with IBM since
In a written statement submitted to the Council, the Art Planning COMMiiirr noted. -While we
ENTION ACTIVITIES
don’t feel an artist should be asktwention tiegin.s with reged to justify his price with an
al R Friday morning. lotitemized breakdown. we take the
’ a welcome to the dell,initiative to suggest that $1.060
Int Dean Robert Moore.
would be spent on actual materials
the Division of Sciences
This leaves SW/ for expense of
lied Arts.
the actual casting process. and
t delessates will present $5110 remains tor twn and a halt to
iers until noon. Field trips Ibreo months of work. or 500 or
....so and Paul Masson vineyards more working hours."
are scheduled for Friday afterThe committee stated that the
noon.
artist had not asked a price for
Saturday’s plans include the re- his ereative ability and said that
mainder of student papers and artists often charge $10 Per hour
finally the presentation of award,.
in the afternoon. This will he followed by a business meeting.
Banquet tickets are aailable
all students in the Chemistry Department, Sl4R. The price is $.1
sattilib* eNell,!,._ -indents sill
and includes one of the field trips.
dance to the music ()I’ Del Courtney and his band in San Francisco’s St. Francis Hetet.
The occasion iS "SoUthern Serenade." this year’s spring fnisnal. The
dance, sponsored by the ssaiai
fairs Committee. is financed
through student funds. appropriated by Student Council
It is because of student financing, Committee Chairman Bruce
MacDonald revealed. that no admission will be charged for the
dance. Bids are available in front
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Office.
Bi.
Courtney’s original hand was
tsrmell when the miisie master
as a student at the University of
Si I ifornia
FPat u r P d entertainment at
, "Southern Serenade" will he flick
Gators Trio, a falksinging groan
from Southern California

The papers are of major interest
to upper division, graduate slitclerits and faculty in science. How lever, all students and faculty are
!cordially invited to attend the
presentations of papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
By LINDA SI’LLIVAN
’Friday. and frnm 9 a.m. to 3 SatThe American intellectual has urday afternoon.
traditionally been given to accentrm. Marcel Vogel, of IBM’s Ading the seedier, more mournful vanced Systems Development Di side of life, Dr. Harold M. Hodges,
associate professor of sociology,
saicl yesterday to an overflow
crowd at the Book Talk.
Dr. Hodges spoke yesterday afternoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
Rooms A imd B on sociologist Daniel Bell’s book "The End of Ideology." Dr. liodges said Bell feels’
the concepts of mass society, muss
culture, existentialism, mnformIty.
and alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectuals
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social disorganization am romantic, um-Pals-ale notions of the past. Them is
a lack of history-mindedness and
issues are too readily pigeon -holed,
said Dr. Hodges. He said Bell feeLs
that social critics are not taking
into account man’s flexibility. Too
many make the mistake of assuming the past was more stable than
the present.
’The tnost salient fact of life
is its commitment to change." he
said. Bell belie:es that the indi
vidital has more freedom than he
has ever had.
What Bell feels is the real probPSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BlIrTim McCall, left,
lem facing society, according to
member of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutleciae’s student body
I)r. Hodges, is the incapacity of
card, in exchorle for o bid for the spring formal The dance,
social order to satisfy demands
Saturday et the St. Francis Hotel, is free to all SJS students.
for social change.

Accents Bad,’
Hodges Says

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music

Flutist in Concert

Paul Horn. jazz flutist, win he
presented in enneert tomorrow
night Ira the Men’s Gym at g:15
HOr’n and tes Quintet will appear after the S.IS Studio Band
has performed
Tickets may he obtained at the
Student Affairs FlusIness Ochre.
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New Structures Show Fantastic Growt
11 BILL 11.FARNARD
An apia...e...1 of the :4,an
State eolleee
during the 111,1 12 ..irs arheates
that SParta’ CallipLIS area and
facilities have grown at a phenomenal rate.

/1111-.1
ti.
1,11c01,. SJS u,,
institution
in the nation

Ael
By HOB
Thw1u
ACP.

,11!1’,

F p

GIRLS WERE
MADE FOR
STOWAWAY
STRIPES

,tCHRISTY
A 525.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

Cole stripes up Summer in nylon Helanca
with spandex handled with an inventiveness that shapes a new look of sea chic.
Bold clear bands of color run rings
around your figure to make the most of
the best and say the least of the rest.

Largest

GIRLS WERE
MADE FOR
COLE OF
CALIFORNIA

Selection

Open Daily
10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

LPONAUTIC
...cas Leon.
4..onau
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et a

NENIMINIIIM111.111=1111MII

LOOKING
FOR
BE SURE TO S
&PM
TH
Thru
"RIGHT ON CAMICOS"

12

Spartan Mill Peacock

.4pril 22. 191,1

Small p.
Mostetszierdnooersain.efsorlf

Influenza ar
are aLso ay.

Folksina
At Civi
tolksTheing.Nin7.1
$20.00

fOk’ ME PRICE
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M’Auctirr;:r.iinimigtz
rrlhe Srmp:tnesn’

Jose Box un

PENNY.’

10 BIG DAYS

’

THURSDAY APRIL 30
thru
SATURDAY MAY 9

SFSTr

"Designed with the colle4e girl in mind"
Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.

tOTTAGE tASUALS
438 E. William
San Jose
297-6725
10 a an 6

,It

’
T

518 So. 10th St.
Phone 295-5502
.,-

Opon Thum. N.ght 1111 9 p tr.

EDITOR’S
arhcle in a t
’,tont behir
thng it sin
Uprisi
6) State C
ift rime
The petit
FrImit
s,late Lpgii
iltttlty di,
runner In v.
kirninistiTin
.rhe nrot
frIr deeper
a doe,
altar bi.ing’
Itts on s.

keronautics Bldg.
tit

11011
.

rectly to the department ’misting.
ivhieti is on Coleman Avenue at the
San Jose Municipal
t
Inside the 300-foot -long
a corridor separates the i.dministrative offices. conference room.
Ithrary and elassntoms from the
testing facilities and laboratories.
Nleehanical creations of proficient faculty members and students are located in different areas
of the building .t11,,111-" I IIPS(’ PC01CMS iS
SOOCk tube designed to
test the reaction. of equipment to
sudden changes in air pressures.
A wind tunnel ;..rtially built by.
it former stu.1.1,’ ,.an generate a
.
velocity
limes the
speed of Proper c.
t he flea.
building ou
Prof.
Leonard
Ail the utilitie. are i..
v the floor in the
striatur.... irt,..ratory.. Overhead a
t-tott .capaeity
crane can move
alonLt. its runners carrying
other nuiehinery
the desired spot. This area of the
building houses lap., internal combustion and jet !,,
etr4ines
()tiler nmehin.1
.t.o. and
oT
dot ths
r
The department do. tlyable aircraft of it- ’At.
Instrumental in planning the
..boratory. Pr..f. Leonard gives
!edit to former S.IS, engineering
sudent Bill F:ekert, %shit is ruov
’,resident of the S.IL Alumni As.

1.tsbrid head of
I ...partment.
di.. nen SI million Arr..l’ailding and its modern
nevi
chi.
,inique."
de: enough favilities
-I self-sufficient
he delivered

’’’rhis sots turbine engine costs
-s2.1i00 new," says Prof. I.eonard.
: one of the shiny’ machines on
ilie structure laboratory’s floor.
..Vt’c can ;liquidly test on a reeareh study basis any aircraft
-inp.nent or assembly. NVr. will
be particularly interested to
area of propulsion in oiti
laeility eurrently under.
1111;ISCs fit construction

Prof.
AERONAUTICS HEAD
head of the
Department,
lents to a turbine removed
isn the jet aircraft engine be -

Thomas Leonard,
LI; Aeronautics

tardily

a propulsion
diri

-

1;,t him
+he shop area of the
, derecs laboratory at
Airport.
Sa Jcse

Newest on Campus

.iotir twiro. ,r,rirs during the
193(is in the basement of the Bihwy. building and, until last year.
was deposited in quonset huts at
Sixth and San Carlos streets.

’,1
Jose has given
SJS a 50-year lease on the airport
property with a 50-year extension
option. aecording to Prof. Leonard
"S’e have five acres of space here

Feeted Phi’s from Al re C’arol
Sheyla

To Host
ivention
STRUCTURES LABORATORY
Students learn to apply practical structures theory here. A
SJS student assembled the Cougar Amateur Home Built airplane which flies. The helicopter
is a Hiller Ram Jet.
THIS COULD
REsEARCH PROJECTS
A total of $952.767 was allotted
in active research projects in 1961
SJS. In the sa:ne year. there
v ere research fellowships and fac;Iry grants ..al’ted

BE YOU
THIS SUmmER!

Gloriously tanned ...
living life and
loving it! Just one
from our famed
maker collection.
Shown: Catalina twopiecer in navy
and gold, with hidden
figure assets!

3
711

Ait

20.00
SPORTSwEAR

1

SECOND FLOOR

’b
fine. kit titt iiii

liar it

black !’.

ii1.1111NIS

The FLORSHEIll Shoe Shops
7i So.
31159
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:NTHI-.1.T. 295-3117 3

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

CHEEK. 2 I-6772

mows sonenot 61.9",", 10 it."" purl, 1111%.11%...1/4.1U11...41
market."
I
Mitchell’s speech was followed!
.
by the award eking. The Alpha [Accents
Alice F.Ilsivorth, senior music AI Sint Award, given to the most I
major from San Jose, isall be pre- outstanding man and woman Busi- I Hod
sented in her Senior Recital by ness graduate oillS presented tell
the SJS Music Department this Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
By LINDA sULLIVAN
afternoon at 1:30 in Concert HalL
Surprising the banquet guests it
The American intellectual has
Studying under Thomas Ryan,
announced that SJS was the traditionally been given to accentprofessor of music, Miss Ellsworth was
will play selectiorss by Beethoven, recipient of the five national ing the seedier, more mournful
Bartok and Liszt.
awards given by the Society for side of life, Dr. Harold NI. Hodges,
The coed has performed as so- Advancement
of
Management. associate professor of sociology,
said yesterday to an overflow
loist vsith the San Francisco SymThis wa.s the first time in the
crowd at the Book Talk.
phony, the SJS Symphony and
Society’s history that one college
several youth symphonies on the
1)r. Hodges spoke yestenlay aftreceived all of its annual awards. ernoon at
Peninsula.
12:30 in Cafeteria

blmtears" fovr’xeh‘e’reciTerrat.’"smorT7!-I Senior
Said are available every FridaY
afternoon. from 1 to 4, HB130.
Irtfluenza and Salk polio injections
are also available.

Folksingers To Play
Af Civic Tomorrow
The New Christy :Minstrels,

a
folksingine group, will appear toMorrow night in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium at R:15. Tickets for the
Performance may be obtained at
the Spartan Music Co. or the San
Jose Box Office.

To Give
Recital Today

Bad
ges Says

SFS-Trustees

Faculty Justifies Petition
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is His second
article in
diree-parf seris exploring
?noel behind the recent
feculty updit SIM Frncleco Stat College.
The uprising of the San Francisco State College
faculty. was a
hag tithe in
the making.
The petition requesting an investigation of
the Trustees by
Cov. F.dmund G. Brown
and the
State
Legislature grew out of
dissatisfaction with the
tither In which
the Trustees are
edmirtistering the state
colleges.
The ProhleMR, however, min
,fflueh deener than this. The faculty
’eels a deep
sense of frustration
!tit hfIng rebuffed by the Trutt ’’’es on several
occasions. After

lasing frustrated by the Trustees,
the faculty decided this time to
take their cornpkiint to the press.
It is on this point that the
Trustees have centered their rebuttal to the charges made by the
SFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
faculty was vvrong to make its
complaints public before using the
"already established machinery"

; Will Roll
N Afternoon
ta Gamma Anchors in/ Gaddis. SUSMI Braden,
ear. Sue Slagor, Carol
ill Penmen, Linda Ortiz,
iafer. Karen Kilgour.
dan and driver Debbie

.

siZe

Again?

hi Omega’s relay team,
Chi Cart -wheelers. in Baer, Sue Slagle, Cynolain. Nlary FAleri Richlobert. Lynn Sharpless,
"ford, Barb Griffin, Mara’, Mary Lou Donnas,
Sue Towne.

-ir
4. a

and a tot
to..nt
development in the whole a.
Spare future."
The building. the newest on
curium..
dedicated Antal 10

have with their complaints if they
had gone through the "already
establiahed machinery."
Many faculty members feel that
they have tried to use this "machinery" in the past, but to no
avail.
This bottled -up frustration was
ignited by the open resignation of
Robert R. Smith, one of the most
respected men on the campus and
then dean of education.

for airing grievances.
Isist week this reporter traveled
The signers of the petition feel
to the SFS campus to get a thatthat the resignation of Dean Smith
hnad report on faculty opinion
from the SFS administration canconcerning the ’rrusitees’ chau-ges.
not he allowed to remain an isomajority
a
thing
one
If there is
lated protest.
is
it
feel,
to
sterns,
of the faculty
As a result of the petition and
never
member
that the faculty
(Centinued on Page 4)
Could have gotten as far aa theY

Rooms A and B on sociologist Daniel Bell’s book "The End of Ideology." Dr. Hodges said Bell feels
the eoncepts of mass society, mass
culture. existentialism. conformity,
and alienation prevalent in the
Interests of modern intellectuals
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social disorganization are romantic. unrealLstic notions of the past. ’rhere
a lack of history-mindedness and
issues are too readily plgeon-hoINI,
said Dr. Hodges. Heaaid Bell feels
that social critics are not taking
into account man’s flexibility. Too
many make the mistake of assuming the past was tnore stable than
the piesent.
’The most salient fact of life
Ls its commitment to change." he
said. Bell believes That the indivictim] ha.s mom freedom than he
has ever had.
What Bell feels is the real problem facing society’, according to
Dr. Hodges, is the Incapacity of
social order to satisfy demands
for social change.

DIAL 294.4200

MARCEL VOGEL
IRM .,k;.tor

Matklams. C:onnie Morgan. Carol
Newson. Pam Nelson. Julie Tate,
Jody Kaiser, Rosie Stanton, Site
Davies, Karen Kent. Judy Hayes
and driver Judy Shaw.
Starting festivities also inellide
a parade of 12 entries from living
Centers. The parade begins nt the
weAt side of the football stadium.
newly
crowned
Keefe.
Dee
Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl,
will reign over the event.
Competitors in the resnilar relay
events have been practicing for
vreeks. The first elimination contest pits Allan Hall against :Viottider Hall, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha. Theta CM vs.
Delta Sigrna Phi. and Theta Xi vs,
Phi Sigma Kappa.
competes
against
Sigma
Pi
NIarkham Hall. Delta Upsilon vs.
Alpha Tau Mega Sigma Nu
Sigma Alpha Nits and Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi.
First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. laelta Gamma. Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega.
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Royce Hall,
init Kappa kapoa Gamma will
- ’ I’ ,Ainner of the
c,.mpete
Del’
Alpha Theta

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi

Student Council appropriated
h. will he the guest
: the convention banquet $2,500 to build an eleven foot
night at Lou’s Village. Spardi statue yesterday at its
meeting in the College
a USF graduate, will ,weekly
"Liquid Crystals." He ’17nion.
;
Breakdown of cost includes
rate his talk with "very
for statue and $500 for tilie
slot. photomicrographs of 11;2.000
cement block on which the statue
-myth" according to the
will stand.
er.
Daryl Webb. sculptor. will res the co-author of the
ceive the total amount and will
uninescence of Liquids pay for the
cement block and movs and its Pl’ael leaf Aping expenses from this total. One
" Ile is presently workhalf will be paid immediately SO he
ie application of micro- may begin work, and remaining
miques to special proh- one-half ail! be paid on templet as magnetic coatings. t ion.
; been with IBNI since
In a written statement submitted to the Cauncil. the Art Planning Committee noted, "While we
;NTION ACTIVITIEP:
don’t feel an artist should be askvention begins with reeed to justify his price with an
d fi Friday morning, folitemized breakdown. we take the
a welcome to the deleinitiative to suggest that S1.000
n Dean Robert Moore.
would be spent on actual materials
he Division of Sciences
This leaves $500 for expense of
ed Arts.
the actual casting process, and
tlelecates will present S500 remains for two and a half to
rs until noon. Field trips three months of work. or 500 or
al Paul Nfasson vineyards more working hours."
are scheduled for Friday afterThe committee stated that the
noon.
artist had not asked a pt-ice tar
Saturday’s plans include the re- his ereative ability and said that
mainder of student papers and artist. , ’,..n charge $10 per hour.
finally the presentation of awards
in the afternoon. This will he followed by a business meeting.

The papers are of major interest
to upper division, graduate stu’dents and faculty in science. Was. ever, all stttdents and faculty are
terdially invitet to
attend the
presentation.s of papers in S142
from 9 in the morning until noon
Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 Sat Banquet tickets are available
urday afternoon.
:ill students in the Chemistry. DeDr. Slarcel Vogel, of IBM’s Ad- partment, Sl4S. The price is SI
eanced Systems Development Di - and includes one of the field trips.

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music

Saturday eLer.1-._ dance to the MUSIC 01 Del Courtney and his hand in San Francisco’s St. Francis Hotel.
The occasinn is "Soother,’ Serenade." this year’s spring formal The
dance, sponsored by the Social A: fairs Committee. is
inanced
through student funds. appropriated by Student Council
It is because of student financing. Committee Chairman RCUCP
MacDonald revealed, that no admission will he charged for the
dance. Bitis are available in front
nf Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Coortney’s original hand was
formed when the mtisie master
t as a student at the Ctuversity of
California.
Fea 1 tired entertainment :it
"Southern Serenade" will he Dick
Oxtora Trio. a folksinging grolIP
from Southern California.

Flutist in Concert
v r
,
PSSST, BUDDY, WANNA BID7Tim McCall, lef+, a member of
Social Affairs Committee, punches Bill Rutledge’s student body
card, in erchange for bid for +he spring formal, The dance,
Saturday a+ the St. Francis Hotel, is free to ell SJS students.

Paul Horn, jazz flutist. will be
preaented in enneert torsorons
night in the Men’s Grin at 1415
Horn and lv.s Quintet will apnear after the S.IS Studio Band
has performed
’rickets rnsy he obtained at the
Student Affairs fluidness entire.
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Summer Sessions Began in 1951

By CHERI WALKER
In June when the sun begins
to beat down and summer really
comes, approximately 10,000 students will have just begun the 14th
annual pmgram of summer sessions and extension senices at SJS.
Initiated in 1951. the self-supporting summer sessions program
has grown by leaps and bounds
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WHERE

DO

YOU

until the curricula offered now is
equivalent in size to the full -year
offerings of a fair-sized college
Summer session includes not
only the usual four-, six- and ten week sessions, but has been expanded to offer inter-sessions and
short courses between close of
spring semester and beginning of
summer session. plus August

GO

for:
Party Goods
Crepe Paper
Stationery
Greeting Cards
Gifts

1CHRISTY
WIN!
A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.

Open

BEST

PLACE

IS

THE

BEST

PLACE

IS ...

Curtis

WIN!
Largest

NEARBY

THE

CY2-4161

77 S. First St

Se/ection

Daily

10:00 - 10:00
Sundays
12:00 - 6:00

LOOKING
FOR

4

gectutiA4 Monde
The word is out ... Blondes have more fun.

BE SURE TO S

Let one of our experts tint your hair and see if

workshops and short courses from
end of summer sessions until opening of the fall semester. SJS also
sponsors a summer extension pmgrarn at Hartnell College in Salinas. This branch of the program
is only about 6 years old
Registration for 1964 summer
sessions began just before Ea.ster
vacation. Joe West, dean of Summer Sessions and Extension Services, reported that fimt day of
current registration yielded as
many applicants as the first 13
days of last year’s registration.
"We hope this trend means more
total students, not simply more
students applying early." he stated.
SPECIAL FEATURES
It is easy to understand why so
many regular students apply for
summer school. It is possible to
pick up as many as 10 units during
the regular six- and ten -week sessions, plus all additional unit during inter-session workshops and
short courses.
In addition. many graduate students, professional educators and
school administrators return to
campus each summer to begin or
continue studies for advanced degrees or credential requirements.
A special feature of the summer
sessions program is the Demonstration School, conducted in an
elementary school in the campus
area. Master teachers conduct kindergarten through sixth -grade
classes, where summer students
observe and then participate in
discussion classes.
Augmenting academic programs
is a Festival of Arts, cultural program for campus and community.
and visiting artists and scholars
from abroad. Terry Frost, an outstanding painter fmm England,
and Dr. John Nisbet, head of the
Education Department at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, are
scheduled for this year’s session.
Shoji Hamada, Japan’s foremost
folk potter, participated in last
year’s sessions.
FINANCE AND FUTURE
All of this is financed by the
fees paid by students when they
register. Tuition this session has
gone up to $14.25 per semester
unit. Approximately 80 per cent of
the money taken in goes for professors’ salaries. The rest of the
money goes into the Festival of
Arts, purchase of materials, salaries of summer sessions office
personnel, and cost of publications
put out by that office.
"I think the college ha.s been
quite fortunate in the number of
STUDENT RESIDENTS
In 1962. 95 per cent of the SJS
student body resided in California.
Of the remainder, 4 percent come
from other states and territories.
and 1 per cent are students on foreign visas.

National Science Foundation Summer Institutes which have been
held here in the past," Dem West
says. This year $178,370 will be
involved in eight groups to be held
here. In addition to this, the National Defense Education act has
pnwided $74,552 for a language
institute in Spanish.
"What we do in the future de-

pends in a large part on
kill,
trustees decide to do in
year-mund operations,"
h..
"Then. is probably a good 0,,
that summer sessions will
substantial part on existingplay
ra
raises, even as they do
now
"We hope we will tsontinue
expand a.s we go along that
been our history."
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He’ll Fall in Love
0
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With Your
1

Baby Blue
Eyes
ey"
At last tinted contact lens
ure a realization. Come in
and replace those old-fashioned frames with beautiful
colored lenses.

you have more fun.
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Priced for Students
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Willow Glen Beauty College
1045 Willow St., San Jose
1

...rpm’ or I r /I all

. I pr 11

BUILDINGS
San Jo.se State has had almost
$50 million allocated for capital
outlay since 1952. Among the many
new buildings added since then are
the multi -story garage, the Education Building. the Engineering
Building, the Library Addition and
residence halLs.
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Business Manager
Discusses Budget

Faculty Grows Fellowships, Grants Given
13% Faster By SJS Services Center
Than Student

"An investigation of the Posse are attempting to gain new knowlSbility of Measuring ’Mathematical edge, discover new truths, new
PAYNE
"Great teachers are the gift of IVIaturity. as a F’actor in Predict . processes that will be helpful,"
By PAVE
.
school year, w hen
.
heaven," said Pres. John T. Wahl- ing Successful R...formance In An- states Durr.
ri the 1951-52
acutihitfet
about
was
quist in his inaugural address at alytic Geometry and Calculus."
Largest sponsor for projects is
, Jose State
today, to
’
San Jose State College in May of
oge as it is
This somewhat lengthy title rep- the U.S. Office of F:ducation, with
$2e,875.170.
ran
1953, "and we have many of them." resents merely one of 44 faculty six grants totaling $308,550 last
rating budget
came front the state
While the college has experi- research grants and student fel- year. National Institutes of Health
. funds
federfees;
student
enced a fantastic increase in stu- lowships g r a n t ed for 1963-64 offered 10 grants worth $288,107.
e’ ill fund; local agencies; and
dent enrollment since Dr. Wahl- through
Cate. and
the SJS Research and Third largest sponsor wa.s the Naquist became its president, even Field
tional Science Foundation with 8
!meat government for veterServices
Center.
more phenomenal is the fact that
grants, $224,435 total value. There
, .,tira lion IGI Bill).
It
is
plain
to
see
that
all
reyear budget,
the fatality has grown 13 per cent
15 other sponsors offering
- 1964-65 school
search is not done in the dingy. are
the California
more than student enrollment over
varied numbers of grants with
.. presented to
mysterious
laboratory
of
a
Dr.
Department
the Saall period of time.
total worth ranging from $37,165
. Legislature and
Jekyll. In f act the largest num- , .,-,,,
run around $16
This increase in faeulty members
’: ...ince. will
ber
of
grants
last
year
went
to
")
4’’’’’’’’
has given the college a more favor. according to SJS Business
NEW PROGRAM
the Humanities and Arts Division.
tormsen.
able
Gut
student
-teacher
ratio, that of
In 1962 a student research pro ,er Glen
All moneys for research do not
16.5 students to each f a cu 1 t y
.,,.,,n years ago the state
come from research grants anti gram was initiated. The purpose
member.
.,,t $2,156.347 for SJS, then
student fellowships, however. In- of this was to make funds avail comstudents,
This
tremendous inerease in the
’,92E1 full-time
stitutes, conferences, work shops able to qualified students who will
$14,of
figure
teaching
s t a f f at SJS has not
...,, next year’s
and sponsored research projects work on research pmjects with
stilfull-time
weakened
the quality of instrucprofessors. This program is unique
-,. us:th 15040
added,
hon. On the contrary, despite the also contribute to the funds vehich in American colleges because grant
ted Guttormsen
last
year
totaled
$1758615
for
122
large growth of the college prodonors come from the immediate
is, salary increases came
. ’
’
fessional preparation of fa’eulty tot.al projects.
community. The contributing donor
.:lect the first of this year,
The
program
has
tremendous
members steadily has improved
or organization becomes acquaint( 1
_74900 will be added to the
and expanded during the pa.st 10 potential for improving the qual- _with the reel.pient of the grant.
- amount"
ity
of
instruction
through
expandyears.
lite dollar salue of student re... the addition of $2.554.646.
This is reflected in the fact that. ing new fmntiers in various areas search fellowships reached $5,250
udent fund.s, next year’s
of
!earning,"
says
Dr.
William
H.
from .1951 to 1955, no more than
las..t year.
,-..,ng budget is expected to
43 per cent nf faeulty members Durr, acting coordinator of the ReIn one sense, research is com--i $19 million.
search
and
Field
Services
Center.
held doctorates. Since 1955, 50 Per
paratively new, having been ap-smsen stated that the
cent or more of SJS faculty are
THIS YEAR
proved legislatively in 1958," said
,... has to be made up a year
holders of doctorate degrees.
Applications for 1964-65 were purr. "but I think there is keen
. ave. Everything has to be
In this respect, how does San made available just prior to Easter interest in research. There is still
,,,.1 from salaries lin.strucJoe State College rank with other vacation, and already there were a need for more funds. A student
...naindkeepers, clerical workinstitutions of higher !coming? On 160 applicants for faculty research faculty is also desirable in a work. nereases for anticipation of
the national scale. it is reported, and student fellowships.
ing and team relation. It is benensiterials for departments.
an estimated 34 per cent of college
"Here are professors who are tidal to both s t u d e n t and pros.. for accommodating a
faculty members hold doctorates. going beyond regular teaching, who fessor."
____
.
, - 04=14A1J044/41MMIZSARA,MAXMAR A A.1.4MJAZIWZMAKKOZARAJAMAKASUEZMAimulajaZgaa
McjiM,V4aklaa)4.,kAVIS2AINTJA N.-n
greater number of student,
Along with three times as
"
many students at SJS," said Guttormsen, "price and salary increases have a good deal hi (10
with the rise in funds in the past
13 years."
Departments also have a lot to
do with how the final budget
is
meissured The business manager
explained that the departments
usually ask for better research
facilities anti raises for their instructors. The latter is the most
important because of competition
with other colleges and universities.
Guttormsen became the SJS
business manager in 1962. Ile followed Ed Thompson, a pioneer at
SJS, who retired at end of the
1961-62 school year after 34 years
as business manager,
Asked if any major changes in
the budget were made following
Thompson’s depart ure. (.;ut torrnsen replied, "I have such tremendous respect for the man and feel
what we have nove is considerably
what he achieved. A darn good
business administrator, he taught
me well. We still sit down and
chat things over."
Gut tormsen concluded, "What
funds we need are to make a higher standard institution. And this
depends on what we receive from
state
fees:, oPProPriations and student
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Maddams. Connie MC/I-gall. Car01
Newson. Pam Nelson. Julie Tate,
Jody Kaiser, Rosie Stanton,
Davies. Karen Kent JULIY
and driver Judy Shaw.
include
Starling fegIiViiieS
a parade of 12 entries from thing
renters. The parade begins at the
west side of the football stadium.
Dee Keefe. newly cr./wiled
Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl.
will reign rher the event.
Competit.ors in tht regular relay
events have been practicing for
weeks. The first elimination conleet Feeted Phi’s from AI - test pits Allan Hall against M01/1 are Carol Hales, Sheyla der Hall. Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha, Theta Chi vs.
Delta Sigma Phi. and Theta Xi vs.
Phi Sigma Kappa.
Sigma Pi competes against
Markham Hall. Delta Upsilon vs.
Alpha Tau Omega Sigma Nu vs.
Sigma Alpha Nlis and Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi.
First round sorority competition
includes Alpha Chi vs. Delta Gamma, Alpha Phi vs. Chi Omega.
Gamma Phi Beta vs Royce Hall,
.ind 1::ippa Kappa Gamma will
compete against the winner of the
Kappa Delta -Kappa Alpha Theta
contest

Chi Omega’s relay team,
la Chi Cart -wheelers, intim Baer. Sue Slagle. CYniberlain. Mary Ellen Rich t Hobert, I.ynn Sharpless.
tafford, Barb Griffin, Nitaisseli. Mary Lou Donnas,
er Sue Towne.
>elta Gamma Anchors in.tty Gaddis. Susan Braden,
igley, Sue Slagois Carol
Gail Penmen. Linda Ortiz.
Hafer, Karen Kilgour,
ordan and driver Debbie
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t. MARCEL VOGEL

1.ab, will be the guest
at the convention banquet
A’ night at Loti’s Village.
a USF graduate, will
n "Liquid Crystals." lie
:trate his talk with "very
color photomicrographs of
growth" according to the
pter.
Ls the co-author of the
...timinescence of Liquids
ids and its Practical Aps." He is presently work the application of microThniques to special prob.
ch as magnetic coatings.
as been with !ISM since

The downtown location of San Jose Paint has a parking lot
immediately

adjacent . . . with

free parking

for our cus

tomers. Our Valley Fair branch also has plenty of parking.
This 48 -year -old firm maintains one of the largest professional
art supply departments in California.
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Small pox vacelnatiots
The papers are of major interest are scheduled for Friday aftermarket."
bowers for either Tetanus or TY/ to upper division, graduate stu- noon.
Mitchell’s speech was followed
PhOid arP available every FridaY
Satinday’s plans include the redents and faculty in science. HOWby
the
award
ening.
The
Alpha
sfterrsion. fmm 1 to 4, HB130.
’ever, all students and faculty are mainder of student papers and
Alice Ellsworth, senior music Al Sirat Award, given to the most
Influenza and Salk polio injections
.cordially invited to attend the finally the presentation of awards
major from San Jose, will be pre- outstanding man and woman BIMare also available.
Tresentation.s ot papers in S142 in the afternoon. This will he folsented in her Senior Recital by ness graduate was presented to
’from 9 in the morning until noon lowed bs. a business meeting
the SJS Music Department this Gary Sharp and Barbara Woodson.
’Friday, and from 9 a.m. to 3 SatFolksingers To Play afternoon at 1:30 in Concert Hall. Surprising the banquet guests it
By LINDA 81.’LLIVAN
Banquet tickets are ayailable to
’The American intellectual has urday afternoon.
all students in the Chemistry DeStudying under Thomas Ryan,
At Civic Tomorrow professor of music, Miss Ellsworth was announced that SJS was the traditionally been given to accent- Dr. Marcel Vogel, of IBM’s Ad- partment. S148. The price $1
The New Christy’ Minstrels, a will play selectiom by Beethoven, recipient of the five national ing the seedier, more mournful vanced Systems Developtnent Di - and includes one of the field trips.
tolksinging group, will appear to- Bartok and Liszt.
awards given by the Society for side of life, Dr. Harold NI. Hodges,
mormw night in the San Jose Civic
The coed has performed as so- Advancement
Management. associate professor of sociology,
of
Aildhorilim at 8:15. Tickets for the loist with the San Francisco Sym- This wa.s the first time in the said yesterday to an rwerf imv
crowd at the Book Talk.
lorfonnanee may be obtained at phony, the SJS Symphony and
TOtt Spartan Music Co. or the San several youth symphonies on the Society’s history that one college
pr. Hodges spoke yesterday aftreceived till of its annual awards. ernoon at 12:30 in Cafeteria
Joreliox Office.
Peninsula.
Rooms A and B on sociolognd Daniel Bell’s book "The End of Neology." Dr. Hodges saki Bell feels
the concepts of mass society. ma.ss
culture, existentialism, eonformity,
ansi alienation prevalent in the
interests of modern intellectuals
are not quite real.
Behind the theory of social disorganization are mmantie unreal they
complaints
if
their
heve
with
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second being ftustrated by the Trustees,
kale notions of the past. There Ls
Kele in three.part
sries exploring
faculty decided this time to had gone through the "already
lack of history-mindedness and
’yxtens behind the ff fscolty ’,P- the
the press. established machinery."
issues are too readily pigeon -holed,
OI it Son Francisco Stets College. take their complaint to
Many faculty members feel that
It is on this point that the
said Dr. Hodges. He said Bell feels
The uprising of the San Francis- Trustees have centered their re- they have tried to use thts "ma- that *Vial Cri11CS are not taking
co State College faculty was a buttal to the charges made by the chinery" in the past, but to no into acconnt man’s flexibility. Ton
avail.
olig time
many make the mistake of assumSFS faculty. The Trustees feel the
the making.
This bottled -up frustration Wag
make its
ing the past WWI more stable than
Tti
ition requesting an in- faculty was wrong to
ignited
by
the
open
revignation
of
the
using
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The signers of the petition feel
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the Trustees arc to the SFS campus to get a first- that the resignation of Dean Smith vidiml has more freedom than he
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sense of frustration of
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the petition and
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Wallpaper

Art

Supplies

Frames

F

’Senior To Give
Recital Today

SFS-Trustees

Faculty Justifies Petition

Accents Bad,
Hodges Says

ASB Council
Gives Okay
On Spardi
Student Council appropriated
$2,500 to build an eleven foot
Spardi statue yesterday at its
weekly meeting in the College
Union.
Breakdown of cost int-hides
!$2,000 for statue ;11141 $500 for listit
cement block on which the statue
will stand.
Daryl Webb. sculptor. will receive the total amount and will
pay for the cement block and moving expenses fmtn this total. One
half will be paid immediatels. so he
may begin work. and remaining
nne-half wfT1 he paid on compleI ion.
In a written statement submitted to the Council. the Art Planning Committee noted. -While we
don’t feel an artist shoilld be asked to justify his price viith
itemized breakdown. we take the
initiative to suggest that S1.000
would he spent on art oat materials
This leaves $500 for expense of
the actual casting process. anti
Kinn remains tor two and a halt to
three months of wotk. or 500 or
more working hours."
The committee stated that the
artist had not asked a price fnr
his creative ahility and said that
artists often charge $10 per hour.

Formal Features
Courtney’s Music

Sittuidas evening students will
dance to the music of Del Courtney and his hand in San Francisco’s St. Francis Hotel.
The nceasion is "Southern Serenade." this year’s spring feirmal The
danee, sponsored by the Social Affairs Committee. is financed
through student funds. appropriated by Student Council
It is because of student financing. Committee Chairman Bruce
MacDonald revealed. that no admission will he charged for the
dance. Bids are available in front
of Spartan Bookstore and in the
Student Affairs Business Offiee.
Courtney’s original hand was
formed when ihe iniisie master
was a student al the University of
California.
Feat r e d entertainment at
"Southern Serenade" will he Dick
Ostors Trio, a fnlksinging grolin
from Southern California.

Flutist in Concert
Paul Horn. jazz flutist, will he
Preanted in eoncert tonterrow
night in the Nfen’s Gym at ft.15
Hoen and h -s Quintet will appear after the S.IS Studio Band
has performed
Tickets may he obtained at the
’Stiorlens Affairs l’Aminets Miro.
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A $25.00 MERCHANDISE ORDER IF
YOU IDENTIFY THE PHOTOS OF 25
RECORDING ARTISTS ON DISPLAY
AT SPARTAN MUSIC.
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Open Daily
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a campus favorite.
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10 BIG DAYS

THURSDAY, APRIL 30
thru
SATURDAY, MAY 9
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"Designed wifh
Warm weather is here and
so are our fashions. Everything from bathing suits to
dressy sport can be found
in our cottage.
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